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ABSTRACT

Here we present a computational approach based on molecular dynamics (MD)

simulation to study the hydration-shell density of several proteins which include a

special group of proteins, namely antifreeze proteins, AFPs. AFPs have the ability

to inhibit ice growth by binding to ice nuclei. Their ice-binding mechanism is still

unclear, yet the hydration layer is thought to play a fundamental role. In particular,

the hydration-shell density of eighteen different proteins comprising eight AFPs is

calculated. The results obtained show that an increase in the hydration-shell density,

relative to that of the bulk, is observed (in the range of 4–14%) for all studied proteins

and that this increment strongly correlates with the protein size, while it does not

depend on whether the protein is an AFP or not. In particular, a decrease in the

density increment is observed for decreasing protein size. A simple model is proposed

according to which almost all of the hydration-density increase is located in pockets

within, or at the surface of, the protein molecule. We then further investigated the

local properties of the hydration shell around the ice-binding surface (IBS) of the

AFPs. We found that the hydration shell density of the ice-binding surfaces is always

higher than the bulk density and, thus, no ice-like (i.e. with a density lower than the

bulk) layer is detected at the IBS. However, the local water-density around the IBS

is found to be lower than that around the non-ice-binding surfaces and this difference

correlates to the higher hydrophobic character of the IBS with respect to the non-IBS.

We hypothesize that the lower solvent density at the ice-binding site can pave the way

to the protein binding to ice nuclei, while the higher solvent density at the non-ice-

binding surfaces might provide protection against ice growth. Finally, we tested our

hypothesis by studying the dependence of the antifreeze activity of seven AFPs on

various structural and chemical properties of the IBS and non-IBS and found that the

activity strongly correlates with the difference in the local hydration-shell properties

of the non-ice-binding surfaces, rather than of the IBSs.
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Chapter 1

Introduction

1.1 The hydration shell of proteins

The hydration of biomolecular systems is essential in their stabilization, [1] dynam-

ics, [2–4] folding, [5, 6] and function. Similarly, shifting the point of view from the

biomolecule to the solvent, proteins strongly modify the structural and dynamical

properties of their aqueous surroundings according to both theoretical [7–16] and ex-

perimental evidence. [3, 17–30] Despite the extent of the perturbation of the water

network around proteins has been investigated by numerous methods in the past

half-century, a consensus has still not emerged regarding the spatial range of this per-

turbation and the structural and dynamical features of the hydrating water molecules.

Most measurements show that the thickness of protein hydration shells is in the range

of 1–1.2 nm, [11–13,16,31] while spectroscopic terahertz experiments suggest the ex-

istence of larger, long-ranged, dynamic solvation shells. [23, 32,33]

Although it is now well accepted that the protein hydration shell has a higher

density than the bulk one, there isn’t a consensus on the magnitude of this rise.

[8, 10, 13, 14, 16, 18] Depending on the specific protein under investigation, on the

choice of the experimental or computational technique, and the statistical methods

utilized for the analysis, and on the size of the identified hydration shell, the estimated

density increment with respect to bulk water can range from 1 % to 50 %. [8,10,14,18]

The hydration waters of a special class of proteins, called antifreeze proteins

(AFPs), play a critical role in carrying out their activity, which consists in preventing

ice from growing upon cooling below the bulk melting point in the body fluids of the

host organism. Given that particular attention is given to this class of proteins in the

present work, the AFPs, and their properties, are presented in the next subsections.

1.1.1 Antifreeze Proteins

In the 1950s Scholander, a Norwegian scientist, proposed for the first time a mecha-

nism through which Arctic fishes can live in water colder than the freezing point of

their blood based on the presence of an antifreeze agent in their body fluids. [34] After
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approximately a decade, Arthur DeVries, an animal biologist, was able to isolate the

biomolecule from Antarctic fish that is capable of inhibiting ice growth when partly

frozen samples are further cooled down [35]. This kind of biomolecules, nowaday

called antifreeze proteins, have been found also in other species that survive in sub-

zero temperatures, including plants, [36] bacteria, [37,38] insects, [39] snow alga, [40]

snow-mold fungi, [41] and sea-ice diatoms. [42]

Antifreeze proteins have nowadays a wide range of applications, in particular in

the medical field of cell-based therapies, which are having a boom as next-generation

medicines for intractable and complex disorders. [43] Mammalian cell cryopreserva-

tion, which is used to store cells and tissues for long periods of time, is an important

part of the production process. The long storage process has been recognized as a

possible barrier in the future growth of complex cellular therapy drugs. [44] Ice re-

crystallization cause the development of large ice crystals at the expense of small

crystals, leading to cellular damage and thereby being a significant contributor to

cell death. Dimethyl sulfoxide (DMSO) is the most commonly used cryoprotective

agent for the cryopreservation of mammalian cells and tissues in cell suspension, as

DMSO lowers their freezing point. [45]. Cell survival rates, however, are reduced due

to DMSO cytotoxicity and suppression of internal signaling. As a result, the discovery

of novel cryoprotectants suited to cryopreservation formats and to substitute or elim-

inate DMSO material is critical for the future production of cell-based therapies and

diagnostics. Thus, naturally occurring proteins have caught the interest of cryopreser-

vation researchers due to their good capacity to prevent ice recrystallization or modify

ice nucleation, as well as their ability to interact and stabilize biological membranes,

making them interesting molecules to use in cryopreservation protocols. [46, 47]

1.1.2 Thermal Hysteresis

Although many details of the mechanisms through which the AFPs carry out their

activity are unknown, it is widely accepted that the AFPs, despite the high variability

in the primary, secondary and tertiary structures, share the common mechanism of

binding to small ice nuclei preventing further growth of ice at the adsorbed positions.

[48] The AFPs bind to the ice surface by leveraging many hydrogen bonding and

hydrophobic interactions between specific ice planes and the ice-binding surface (IBS),

which is commonly flat and highly specialized in ice binding. The rest of the protein

surface is known as the non-ice-binding surface (non-IBS). A schematic diagram of

the IBS and non-IBS of an AFP is reported in Figure 1.1.

The ability of AFPs to inhibit ice growth is limited, in that upon sufficient cooling

there is a sudden and rapid ice growth. The difference between the temperature at
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Figure 1.1: Schematic illustration of an antifreeze protein adsorbed to an ice nucleus
through the ice-binding-surface (colored in blue). The rest of the protein surface,
colored in green, represents the non-ice-binding surface.

which ice starts growing in the presence of AFPs and the bulk melting point has

been termed thermal hysteresis (TH), and the temperature at which the ice begins to

grow is termed the hysteresis freezing point. The temperature interval of ice growth

inhibition is referred to as the hysteresis gap, and the quantitative difference between

the melting point and the hysteresis freezing point is referred to as the hysteresis

activity.

The dominant hypothesis of how thermal hysteresis occurs is known as the adsorption-

inhibition model. [49, 50] According to this model, antifreeze proteins adsorb irre-

versibly onto the ice surface, limiting ice growth to convex ice fronts between the

adsorbed antifreeze proteins. The high surface–to-volume ratio at the interface leads

to a shift to lower ice-growth temperature. Based on this model, the hysteresis activ-

ity can be related to the adsorbants spacing. [51] Several alternative models, which

assume an equilibrium exchange (i.e. a reversible binding) of antifreeze proteins with

the ice surface, have been suggested in recent years. [52–54] The underlying distinc-

tion between the adsorption–inhibition model and the alternative theories is that the

former explains the antifreeze activity through modifications in the surface structure

of the crystal resulting in ice–water energy equality within the hysteresis gap, while

the latter explains the phenomenon through changes in the ice–water interfacial stress

that do not include any ice–water energy equality. Nevertheless, all proposed models

assume that the surface water molecules serve as an energy barrier to ice growth.
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1.1.3 Types of Antifreeze Proteins

The AFPs are classified on the base of their TH values: moderately active AFPs

(∆T < 1 K), mostly alanine-rich AFPs from fish, fungi and plants, and hyperactive

AFPs (∆T > 1 K), mostly threonine-rich AFPs found in insects. At lower concentra-

tions (<0.5 g/L), hyperactive AFPs are much more active than the moderately-active

ones. The classes which the AFPs studied in the present work belong to are described

in the following paragraphs; these are types I-IV fish AFPs, hyperactive insect AFPs

and fungi AFPs. Representative structures are shown in Figure 1.2.

Type I AFPs are alanine-rich proteins, the structure of which is a single α-helix.

These proteins are found in fish Yellowtail flounders (Limanda ferruginea), Grubby

sculpins (Myoxocephalus aenaeus), Winter flounders (Pseudopleuronectes americanus),

and Shorthorn sculpins (Myoxocephalus scorpius). [55] Type II AFPs are globular,

cysteine-rich molecules. They are found in Sea raven (Hemitryptrrus), smelt (Os-

merus mordax ), and Atlantic herring (Clupeah harentus harengus). Type II fish AFPs

are further classified as calcium dependent (herring and smelt) or calcium indepen-

dent (sea raven). [56] Type III AFPs can be present in both Northern and Southern

Eelpout (Macrozoarces americanus). They are globular proteins, and their primary

sequences are not dominated by any specific aminoacidic pattern. Type IV AFPs have

been found in the Longhorn sculpin (Myoxocephalus octodecimspinosis). They may

have 22 amino acid repeats, but no three-dimensional structure has been reported so

far. [57]

Hyperactive AFPs have been discovered in insects. They have been initially found

in mealworm beetle (Tenebrio molitor) and fire beetle (Dendroides Canadensis). Both

of these proteins have a high content of threonines and cysteines and have a β-helix

structure with very similar 12-13 amino acid repeats. Spruce budworm (Choristoneura

fumiferana) AFP is similar to the two insect AFPs described above, but with some

differences: it contains a high content of serines and threonines and has a left-handed-

helix arrangement with T-X-T aminoacidic patterns in the ice-binding surface. [58,59]

AFPs can also be found in fungi, as for example in Snow mold fungus from Typhula

ishikariensis. The corresponding AFP is rich in threonines and has the characteristic

T-X-T aminoacidic pattern in the IBS [60].

1.2 Outline of the thesis

Here we present a computational approach based on molecular dynamics (MD) sim-

ulation to study the hydration-shell of various proteins, including AFPs and non-
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Figure 1.2: Antifreeze proteins structures. Representative configurations are drawn
for the different types of AFPs from fish, insects and fungi. α helices are shown
in purple, β strands in yellow, 310 helices in blue and coil in cyan. The different
AFPs are: fish AFP type I Pseudopleuronectes americanus (PaAFP), fish AFP type
II Hemitripterus americanus (HaAFP), fish AFP type III Zoarces americanus (Za-
AFP), insect AFP Choristoneura fumiferana isoform 337 (CfAFP337), insect AFP
Choristoneura fumiferana isoform 501 (CfAFP501), insect AFP Rhagium inquisitor
(RiAFP), snow mold fungus AFP Typhula ishikariensis isoform 6 (TisAFP6) and
snow mold fungus Typhula ishikariensis isoform 8 (TisAFP8).

antifreeze proteins (non-AFPs). In particular, we analyze the dependency of the

hydration density on the size of the protein molecule and, for the AFPs, also on

the antifreeze activity. In fact, although the mechanism of ice-binding of the AFPS

is still not fully understood, the hydration-shell is considered to be of fundamental

importance to carry out the antifreeze activity.

The methods utilized are discussed in Chapter 2 of this thesis. The hydration-

density of a large set of proteins, containing both AFPs and non-AFPs, are then
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characterized and the results reported in Chapter 3. For each protein, the relative

density increase with respect to bulk water is calculated and its dependence on the

protein size analyzed. In Chapter 4 two of the studied AFPs, one moderately ac-

tive and one hyperactive, are analyzed in more details in order to characterize the

local hydration-density properties around different surface of the proteins. The re-

sults are compared with the local hydration properties of two non-AFPs in order to

possibly unveil distinct local features around the AFPs surfaces. In Chapter 5 possi-

ble correlations between the local hydration-density features around ice-binding and

non-ice-binding surfaces and the antifreeze activity are analyzed for a set of seven

AFPs, three of which are moderately-active and four hyperactive AFPs. Finally, the

conclusions of the thesis are reported in Chapter 6.
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Chapter 2

Computational Tools

2.1 Molecular Dynamics Simulation

Systems that are too complex to be defined as quantum states can be adequately

described through the use of classical approaches. As soon as one rules out the

possibility of a chemical reaction, a low temperature, or an accurate description of

hydrogen atoms motion, a system can be safely approximated as a semi-classical

system governed by the classical mechanics’ laws. The Molecular Dynamics (MD)

trajectory of an isolated system is the concatenation of the system’s configurations,

all of which is integrated with the Newton equations of motion for all of the system’s

atoms

d2

dt2
ri = m−1i Fi (2.1.1)

where

Fi = −∂V (r1, r2, . . . , rN)

∂ri
(2.1.2)

is the force acting on the i-th atom of mass mi, and t is the time.

V (r1, r2, . . . , rN) is the force field operating on the system; it is an effective in-

teraction mechanism since it includes the average effect of the electronic degrees of

freedom implicitly (i.e. the effect of the electronic distribution). As a result, the

definition of the force field (along with the selection of the molecular model) is essen-

tial to accurately predicting the system’s properties. Many different forms of force

fields are accessible for molecular mechanics simulations (such as CHARMM, [61] AM-

BER, [62–64] or GROMOS [65,66]), all sharing a common practical form of potential

energy that involves bonded terms for interactions of atoms connected by covalent

bonds and non-bonded terms for long-range electrostatic and van der Waals interac-

tions. A standard molecular force field for a system of N atoms has the following

form:
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V (r1, r2, . . . , rN) =
∑
bonds

1

2
Kb(b− beq)2 +

∑
angles

1

2
Kθ(θ − θeq)2

+
∑

dihedrals

Kφ[1 + cos(nφ− δ)] +
∑

imp. dihedrals

1

2
Kξ(ξ − ξeq)2

+
∑
coppie

4εij

[(
σij
rij

)12

−
(
σij
rij

)6
]

+
∑
coppie

qiqj
4πε0rij

(2.1.3)

The first term describes the covalent bond stretching interaction, which is repre-

sented as a harmonic potential with beq representing the minimum energy bond length

(i.e. the equilibrium length) and Kb representing the force constant.The second term

is a three-body interaction corresponding to the bond-angle (θ) deformation expressed

as a harmonic potential, where θeq is the equilibrium bond-angle and Kθ is the force

constant. The third and fourth terms are used to represent the four-body proper and

improper dihedral angle interactions. The latter is intended to preserve planarity or

avoid unintended chiral inversion during a simulation and is represented as a harmonic

potential (where, as normal, ξeq represents the equilibrium value and Kxi represents

the force constant), while the proper dihedral (φ) interaction is represented as a si-

nusoidal function.The final two terms are sums of the non-bonded atom pairs which

describe the efficient non-bonded interactions expressed in terms of van der Waals

and Coulombic interactions between the i-th and j-th atoms at the distance rij. The

parameters εij and σij define the Lennard-Jones potential, qi and qj are the atom

charges, and ε0 is the dielectric constant in vacuum.

The parameters used in the force field framework can be defined in a variety of

ways. They can be equipped with ab initio measurement findings on small molecular

clusters. Alternatively, the parameters can be fitted to experimental data such as

crystal structures, energy and lattice mechanics, infrared or X-ray data on small

molecules, liquid properties such as density and enthalpy of vaporization, free energy

of solvation, nuclear magnetic resonance data, and so on. It is worth noting that all

parameters are optimized for specific types of molecules (inorganic molecules, organic

molecules, biomolecules, etc.) and thus any force field is typically well suited for

specific general conditions (i.e. specific thermodynamic conditions and boundary

conditions), and hence the choice of the forcefield depends on the precise system to

be simulated.

Any second-order differential equation in 2.1.1 can be rewritten as two first-order

differential equations for the particle position ri and velocity vi, as seen below.

8



d

dt
vi(t) = m−1i Fi (2.1.4)

d

dt
ri(t) = vi(t) (2.1.5)

These equations are solved using finite difference method approaches: given the molec-

ular positions, velocities, and forces at time t, the algorithms calculate the positions,

velocities, and forces at time t + δt, and the equations are solved step by step. The

time phase δt is determined by the process of solution, but it is normally selected to

be significantly shorter than the time it takes a molecule to move its length. Verlet

and its computationally effective counterpart leap-frog, [67, 68] Beeman, [69] or the

Gear predictor-corrector [70] are the most commonly used algorithms (falling under

the general finite difference scheme).

Due to computing costs, a condensed phase system is usually simulated as a box

containing 104 − 105 atoms, i.e. a much smaller scale than the macroscopic counter-

part system. As a result, a significant portion of the system’s molecules would be

arranged on the surface of the simulation box, subjecting them to forces somewhat

different from the bulk molecules. Periodic Boundary Conditions (PBC) [71] are used

to prevent any inhomogeneity. The method involves simulating the system in a cen-

tral box surrounded by an infinite number of translated copies of itself, known as

images. The molecules in the initial central box and their periodic representations

shift precisely the same throughout the simulation. As a result, when a molecule exits

the central box, one of its images appears from the opposite side. As a consequence,

neither spatial borders nor surface molecules exist.

Since intermolecular forces decay rapidly with distance, a maximum distance value

(typically 1-2 nm) can be established such that forces can be directly measured within

such a distance, but can be ignored for distances greater than this cut-off. Since the

electrostatic force has a significant effect on the interaction between particles that

are more than 1-2 nm apart, approximated methods for computing long-range in-

teraction contributions must be used. The Ewald summation technique, [71] which

employs periodic boundary conditions, is the most commonly used method for simu-

lating condensed phase systems. The cumulative electrostatic energy of N interacting

particles and their periodic representations can be calculated as follows:

E =
1

8πε0

∞∑
n=0

(
N∑
i=1

N∑
j=1

qiqj
|rij + n|

)
(2.1.6)

where n = (nxL nyL nzL)T with nx, ny, nz integers and L length of the cubic cell

edges. To avoid self-interactions, n = 0, i = j terms are omitted. It was shown that
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the sum over n for such a potential (r−1) is only conditionally convergent, and that its

limit will differ or even diverge if the order of the terms in the sum is modified. This

issue can be solved by subtracting by subtracting to each simulated point charge ρq

a Gaussian charge distribution ρG of equal magnitude and opposite sign with respect

to ρq, spreading out radially from the charge. These distributions have the effect of

screening interactions between neighboring point charges, resulting in a short-ranged

interaction energy. The cumulative charge distribution is then calculated via:

ρq = ρs − ρG (2.1.7)

where

ρs = ρq + ρG (2.1.8)

First, the interaction energy due to ρs is calculated in the real space, then, in order

to recover the original charge distribution, −ρG is computed by means of a Fourier

transform. The final interaction energy form

is

E =
1

4πε0

1

2

∑
n

N∑
i=1

N∑
j=1

qiqj
|rij + n|

erfc

(
|rij + n|√

2σ

)
(2.1.9)

+
1

2V ε0

∑
k 6=0

e−σ
2k2/2

k2
|S(k)|2

− 1

4πε0

1√
2πσ

N∑
i=1

q2i

+
|
∑N

i=1 qiri|2

2ε0L3(2εr + 1)

where

S(k) =
N∑
i=1

qie
ik·ri (2.1.10)

and erfc(|rij + n|/
√

2σ2) is the complementary error function (i.e. erfc(z) = 2/
√
π∫∞

z
e−t

2
dt) which falls to zero with increasing its argument. As a result, if σ is small

enough, the amount over n in the first term is reduced to the single term n = 0. The

second term is a sum over the reciprocal vectors k. Again, if σ is small, the terms in

the k-space sum are needed to achieve energy convergence. The third term represents

a correction function for the self-interactions included in the previous term for n = 0.

Finally, the last term is the energy contribution of the depolarizing field due to the

total electric moment of the point charges, which is compensated by the effect of
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the external dielectrics. In fact, the virtual cubic cells are organized as concentric

spherical layers beginning with the central box, with the r → ∞ sphere immersed

in a continuum dielectric with a dielectric constant of εr. If εr approaches infinity,

this term disappears due to complete compensation of the two impacts. Particle

Mesh Ewald [72] (PME) is a widely used method for improving the efficiency of the

reciprocal amount.

When Newton’s equations of motion are combined, total energy is conserved,

and if the volume of the simulation box is kept constant, the simulation produces a

microcanonical ensemble (NVE). Other statistical ensembles, such as canonical (NVT)

and isothermal-isobaric (NPT), however, better describe the experimental conditions

than the microcanonical. As a result, methods to constrain temperature and pressure

have been developed. The thermal bath coupling method, or Berendsen coupling [73],

has the great advantage of being simple. This algorithm simulates a coupling of the

system with an external thermal bath at the temperature T0. The interaction between

the bath and the system is modulated by a time constant τ , the coupling is obtained

by multiplying the velocities for a constant and the temperature T is scaled to the

reference temperature T0 through an exponential law. The isothermal, or isogaussian

[74], approach allows for precise temperature control. Using this algorithm, a term

is applied to the motion equations that acts as a changing friction force in time to

maintain the kinetic energy steady. The configurational properties of the canonical

ensemble are correctly generated by this approach, but the momenta distribution is

not canonical [75].

The velocity rescaling method [76] was recently developed. In this approach the

velocities of all the particles are rescaled by a properly chosen random factor. This

thermostat is similar to Berendsen coupling, with the same scaling using τ , but the

stochastic term ensures that a proper canonical ensemble is generated. Typically,

the different techniques for doing MD at constant pressure are based on the same

rules as the constant temperature system, with the pressure playing the role of the

temperature and the atomic velocities playing the role of the atomic positions.

When Newton’s equations of motion are integrated, the limiting factor determin-

ing the time step to be utilized, is the highest frequency occurring in the system. The

vibrations of bonds involving hydrogen atoms are the highest frequency vibrations

of solvated biological macromolecules. An O-H bond’s bond stretching frequency is

usually about 104 Hz, so the average time would be of the order of 10 fs. For a fair

sampling of a periodic function, samples should be taken at least twenty times per

period, so the MD simulation time-step should be approximately ≈ 0.5 fs [77]. Since

these bond vibrations are practically uncoupled from all other vibrations in the sys-
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tem, constraining them does not notably alter the system’s dynamics. SHAKE [78]

and LINCS [79] are the most often used techniques for constraining bond vibrations.

This is not the case for bond-angle fluctuations, which generate the second-highest

frequency vibrations. In fact, constraining bond-angles has a significant impact on

many other system fluctuations, including global, collective fluctuations. Further-

more, a method for increasing simulation efficiency can be used: instead of simulating

hydrogen atoms in macromolecules bound to the molecule by bonds, angles, and di-

hedrals, the location of the hydrogens can be produced every MD step based on the

position of three neighboring heavy atoms. All forces acting on the hydrogen atom

are then redistributed through these heavy atoms, and the mass of each hydrogen is

added to the mass of the bound heavy one [80].
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Chapter 3

Length-Scale Dependence of Protein

Hydration-Shell Density

3.1 Introduction

The hydration of bio-molecular systems plays important roles in their stability [1],

dynamics [2–4], folding [81], ligand recognition [5, 6] and function [9, 82]. There have

been a variety of theoretical [7–16] and experimental [3,17–30] studies demonstrating

that proteins modify the structural and dynamical organization of their surrounding

water molecules. The thickness of protein hydration shells inferred from most studies

is in the range of 1-1.2 nm [11–13, 16, 31], although larger, long-ranged dynamical

solvation shells have been hypothesized on the basis of terahertz spectroscopical stud-

ies [23, 32,33].

Although it is now rather well accepted that the density of the protein hydration

shell is higher than the bulk one [8, 10, 13, 14, 16, 18], there is not a consensus about

the magnitude of this increment. Depending on the protein, on the experimental

technique, or on the computational approach, used and on the distance from the

protein surface at which the density increment is evaluated, different estimates have

been given ranging from 1% to 50% [8,10,14,18].

Here, we focus on the dependence of the protein hydration shell density on the

protein size, and partly function by analyzing the hydration properties of eighteen

different proteins, out of which eight are antifreeze proteins (AFPs), by means of MD

simulation and a recently developed analysis to investigate hydration shell densities

[13,16]. Previous work have focused on the length-scale dependence of the hydration

density of hydrophobic solutes [83–86] but, to the best of our knowledge, this is the

first systematic analysis of the correlation between hydration shell densities and the

size and shape of globular proteins, which are systems with amphipathic surfaces.
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3.2 Theory

The basic idea for constructing a simple, yet reasonable, model describing the hy-

dration shell-density variations as a function of the protein size and geometry, is to

approximate the protein molecule as an ellipsoid and to partition the relevant quanti-

ties (i.e. the protein excluded volume Vex, the solvent-accessible volume Vacc, and the

solvent density ρsh, within the solvation shell of the protein). The hydration shell is

basically divided into two parts: one residing inside the effective protein ellipsoid (V in
ex ,

V in
acc and ρin, respectively), the other residing within the solvation shell but outside

the effective protein ellipsoid (V out
ex , V out

acc and ρout, respectively) (see Fig. 3.1). For

a description of the procedure used to define the effective protein ellipsoid volume,

Vell,eff and the solvation shell see the Methods section.

Figure 3.1: Schematic diagram showing the main parameters used in the model.
The inner ellipsoid corresponds to the effective protein ellipsoid volume, Vell,eff , while
the outer ellipsoid corresponds to the volume of the ellipsoid defined by the boundary
layer of the hydration shell, Vsh. The excluded protein volume, Vex, is represented
in red (dark red corresponds to V in

ex while light red to V out
ex ); the solvent-accessible

volume, Vacc, is represented in blue (dark blue corresponds to V in
acc while light blue to

V out
acc ).

Then, we make the following assumptions:

• (i) we assume that the protein excluded volume inside the effective protein
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ellipsoid can be expressed as a fixed fraction of the protein ellipsoid volume and

that this fraction is constant for the different proteins:

χ =
V in
ex

Vell,eff
(3.2.1)

• (ii) similarly, we assume the ratio between the excluded volume due to protein

atoms outside the protein ellipsoid and the excluded volume due to protein

atoms inside the protein ellipsoid to be a constant independent of the protein

type:

γ =
V out
ex

V in
ex

(3.2.2)

• (iii) we assume that the inner shell-density (i.e. ρin) is the same for each protein

(this assumption will be confirmed by the MD simulation results, see Results

section). For the outer shell-density (ρout) two cases are considered, one in which

it is considered the same for each protein, the other in which it is affected by

the shell size which depends, in turn, on the protein size. Hence, ρout is given

either by a constant independent of the protein considered

ρout
ρb

= r0 (3.2.3)

or by a simple function of the ratio α = Vsh/Vell,eff

ρout
ρb

=
a0 + α

α + a1
(3.2.4)

where Vsh is the volume of the ellipsoid defined by the boundary layer of the

hydration shell (see the Methods section), ρb is the solvent bulk density, a0 and

a1 are parameters identical for all the proteins considered and we used the fact

that limα→∞ ρout/ρb = 1.

From the above assumptions we may obtain the solvent-accessible volume inside

the protein ellipsoid, V in
acc, and the solvent-accessible volume outside the protein ellip-

soid, V out
acc , as follows

V in
acc = Vell,eff − V in

ex ≈ Vell,eff (1− χ) (3.2.5)

V out
acc = Vsh − Vell,eff − V out

ex ≈ Vell,eff [α− (1 + γχ)] (3.2.6)

The total accessible volume within the solvation shell, Vacc, can be then expressed

as follows

Vacc = V in
acc + V out

acc ≈ Vell,eff [α− χ(1 + γ)] (3.2.7)
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Similarly, the density within the solvation shell can be expressed as

ρsh =
ρinV

in
acc + ρoutV

out
acc

Vacc
≈ 1− χ
α− χ(1 + γ)

ρin +
α− (1 + γχ)

α− χ(1 + γ)
ρout (3.2.8)

Finally, we consider the relative increment of ρsh with respect to the bulk water-

density ρb, η = ρsh/ρb − 1

η(α) =
ρsh
ρb
− 1 =

ρin
ρb

1− χ
α−m

+
ρout
ρb

α−m− (1− χ)

α−m
− 1 (3.2.9)

with m = (1 + γ)χ.

From Eqs 3.2.1 and 3.2.2 we can express the total excluded volume via the pa-

rameter m

Vex = V in
ex + V out

ex ≈ χVell,eff + γχVell,eff = (1 + γ)χVell,eff = mVell,eff (3.2.10)

which corresponds to a linear relation between the excluded volume and the protein

ellipsoid volume, hence providing m once fitting the data with a linear regression (see

the Results section).

Similarly, by expressing the mean number of solvent molecules inside the effective

protein ellipsoid nin via the inner shell density

nin = (1− χ)ρinVell,eff (3.2.11)

we can obtain β = (1 − χ)ρin by a linear regression of the nin versus Vell,eff plot

as provided by MD simulation data (see the Results section).

In order to obtain a reliable estimate of ρin we compared for each protein the values

of nin provided by the protein-solvent simulation with that as obtained removing

from a pure solvent simulation (at the same temperature and pressure) the excluded

volume of the protein (see Methods section). Given that the accessible volume inside

the effective protein ellipsoid is the same for the protein-solvent and pure solvent

simulations, the ratio of the mean numbers of solvent molecules is identical to the

ratio of the two inner densities, with the inner density of the pure solvent simulation

(by definition) identical to the bulk one. It will be shown in the Results section that

ρin/ρb over the protein sample used is approximately constant for all proteins, thus

confirming that ρin can be considered invariant for all the proteins and providing

its estimate by simply multiplying such ratio (i.e. the mean ratio over the protein

sample) by the bulk density.

Therefore, once obtained m, ρin and β, we can estimate 1− χ = β/ρin and hence
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by using either Eq 3.2.3 or Eq 3.2.4 into Eq. 3.2.9 we have either

η(α) =
ρin
ρb

1− χ
α−m

+ r0
α−m− (1− χ)

α−m
− 1 (3.2.12)

or

η(α) =
ρin
ρb

1− χ
α−m

+
a0 + α

α + a1

α−m− (1− χ)

α−m
− 1 (3.2.13)

By using Eq. 3.2.12 (the lower-level model) or 3.2.13 (the higher-level model) to

fit the values of η versus α as provided by the protein sample, either r0 or a1 and a2

parameters can be evaluated to obtain a fully analytical expression of η(α) at the two

levels of approximation.

We end this section with a comment on the applicability of our model to larger

proteins, i.e. in the range of α values tending to 1. The model has a formal lower

limit, αmin, because V out
acc /Vell,eff needs to be ≥ 0, which implies, according to Eq.

3.2.6, that V out
acc /Vell,eff = α −m − (1 − χ) ≥ 0, and thus α ≥ m + (1 − χ) = αmin.

However, it is likely that in the proximity of αmin (i.e. close to a vanishing relative

outer accessible volume) our model is not fully reliable (see Results section for an

estimate of αmin).

3.3 Methods

3.3.1 MD simulations

Molecular dynamics simulation of the following fourteen proteins was performed: eight

antifreeze proteins (AFPs), namely yeast-AFP (PDB ID: 2LQ0), fish type I AFPI

(PDB ID:1WFA), fish type II AFPII (PDB ID:2AFP), fish type III AFPIII (PDB

ID: 1HG7), insect Tenebrio molitor TmAFP (PDB ID:1EZG), insect Choristoneura

fumiferana CfAFP (PDB ID: 1M8N), insect Rhagium inquisitor RiAFP (PDB ID:

4DT5), arctic yeast Leucosporidium sp. ice binding protein LeIBP (PDB ID: 3UYV),

and ten non-AFPs, namely Trp-cage (PDB ID: 2J0F), Heliomicin (PDB ID: 1I2U),

GB1 (PDB ID: 5JXV), BPTI (PDB ID: 5PTI), Ubiquitin (PDB ID:3M3J), Barnase

(PDB ID: 2KF3), Lysozyme (PDB ID: 1LZT) and Myoglobin (PDB ID: 1UFP),

HCAII (PDB ID: 3KS3), and COVID-19 main protease (PDB ID: 6LU7). The Gro-

macs 5.1.4 software package [87] in conjunction with the OPLS-AA force field [88]

was used. Each structure was solvated in a periodic dodecahedral box large enough

to ensure at least 1.3 nm distance between the protein surface and the box faces.

The simulation box was filled with Simple Point Charge (SPC) water molecules [89]

and (when needed) a proper number of ions to neutralize the system. The density of
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the boxes containing the SPC-protein solutions was calibrated, as done in previous

work [13,16,90,91], in order to obtain (within the NVT MD simulations) a pressure of

≈560 bar, corresponding to the pressure provided by an MD simulation of a pure SPC

box at 300 K, with a density corresponding to the experimental liquid water density

at the same temperature (≈33.3 molecules per nm3). Each protein was simulated

at room temperature (300 K) in the isothermal-isochoric (NVT) ensemble, using an

integration step of 2 fs and keeping the temperature constant by the velocity-rescaling

algorithm [76]. All bonds were constrained using the LINCS algorithm [79] and for

short-range interactions a cut-off radius of 1.1 nm was employed. The particle mesh

Ewald method [72] was used to compute long-range interactions with grid search and

cut-off radii of 1.1 nm. After solute optimization and subsequent solvent relaxation,

each protein was simulated for 100 ns.

In addition, a 10 ns-long NVT simulation of a pure SPC box at 300 K at the

reference pressure of 560 bar is performed in order to compare the properties of the

protein hydration shells with the properties of fictitious hydration shells filled with

bulk water (see below in the Methods section).

Concerning the choice of the water model, we showed in a previous paper [16] for

four of the proteins used here that the density results were not dependent on the water

model chosen. To do this we performed MD simulations, and subsequent analyses,

with both SPC [89] and TIP4P/2005 models [92] at two different temperatures, i.e.

room temperature and a temperature just above the melting temperature for each

of the two water models. The results with SPC were fully consistent with the ones

obtained with the TIP4P/2005 water model.

3.3.2 Protein volume and hydration-shell density calculations

The protein excluded volume, i.e. the volume enclosed by the solvent-accessible sur-

face, was calculated according to the method reported by Eisenhaber et al. [93], as

implemented in Gromacs, using a probe radius of 0.14 nm. The protein mean excluded

volume, Vex, was obtained for each simulation by averaging over the instantaneous

excluded volumes evaluated at each MD time frame.

In order to characterize the hydration-shell density of a protein we approximate

the protein molecule as an ellipsoid defined, at each MD time frame, by the eigen-

vectors and eigenvalues of the 3 x 3 geometrical covariance matrix of the x, y, z

atomic coordinates, as described in the recent papers [13, 16]. Briefly, for each time

frame of a trajectory the three eigenvectors define the protein ellipsoid axes, with the

corresponding lengths provided by the eigenvalues: considering a Gaussian atomic

positional distribution along each eigenvector, a semi-axis ai = 2
√
λi was used, with i
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= 1, 2, 3 and λi the eigenvalue of the ith eigenvector. A set of ellipsoidal layers around

the protein defined by the consecutive ellipsoids with semi-axes a
(n)
i = ai + nδ, with

fixed increment δ = 0.03 nm, was then considered. By calculating, and averaging,

the instantaneous SPC density within each layer (disregarding the possible presence

of protein atoms and/or counter-ions) we obtained the solvent-density profile around

the protein, within layers of increasing distance from the protein ellipsoid surface (i.e.

the layer-solvent-density profile). Given that such solvent density profile does not

account for the effect of excluded volume of the non solvent atoms, the density values

within layers including a significant number of protein atoms are lower than the actual

density. Typically, single protein atoms can be still present in layers at 0.7-0.8 nm

from the protein ellipsoid surface while for layers beyond 1 nm basically no protein

atoms are detected. Therefore, the differences among the protein SPC density profiles

within the first hydration layers (up to ≈ 0.4-0.5 nm) largely reflect differences in the

spatial arrangement and compactness of protein atoms.

In order to remove the effect on the density profile of the spatial arrangement of

the protein atoms that protrude from the protein ellipsoid surface and to compare

the solvent density inside each hydration layer with the density of the bulk solvent,

we use a previously employed strategy [16] to construct a fictitious hydration shell

filled with bulk water. To this aim, the protein coordinates obtained from the protein

+ solvent MD simulations are inserted into a pure SPC box extracted from a MD

simulation of water alone. The water molecules of the pure SPC box overlapping

with the protein coordinates are removed, providing a protein + solvent box in which

the hydration shell is filled with the bulk solvent. Water molecules of the pure SPC

box are removed where the distance between any existing atom and any atom of the

inserted protein is less than the sum of the van der Waals radii of both atoms. For

each protein, this is done for 10000 different protein coordinates, each one inserted in

a different bulk solvent box. The solvent density around the protein as a function of

the distance from the protein ellipsoid surface is then calculated for these fictitious

protein + solvent configurations and we call it ρb,fict. Finally, the ratio ρ/ρb,fict, i.e.

the density variations with respect to the bulk density, is reported as a function of

the distance from the protein ellipsoid surface (see Results section).

We define an effective protein-ellipsoid volume, Vell,eff , to be used in studying the

protein-size dependence of η. This is achieved by adding to each protein ellipsoid

semi-axis the solvent radius (we used 0.14 nm as the solvent radius) plus the effective

mean thickness due to the excluded volumes of the protein atoms over the ellipsoid

surface (0.06 nm) which was obtained via a numerical fit to protein partial molecular

volumes, as described in a previous work [13]. Briefly, the effective mean thickness
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of the ellipsoid surface was obtained by tuning its value in order to best reproduce

the experimental partial molecular volumes over a sample of 14 globular proteins. A

more accurate method [94] that could be used to define an effective protein ellipsoid

has been proposed based on the calculation of the neutron scattering profile from MD

simulation which is used to back-calculate the gyration-tensor of the protein and its

closest hydration layers. Nevertheless, such an approach is more time-consuming than

the method used here and hence less effective for the analysis of a large number of

proteins.

3.4 Results and Discussion

From the MD simulations of the eighteen studied proteins, using the procedure de-

scribed in the Methods section, we calculated for each protein the layer-solvent-density

profile as a function of the distance from the protein ellipsoid surface, see Fig. 3.2 ,

and the corresponding density variations with respect to the bulk density, ρ/ρb,fict,

see Fig. 3.3. For each of the proteins under investigation the density of the solvent

is higher than the bulk density in the proximity of the protein ellipsoid surface and

decreases at increasing distances, approaching the bulk density (i.e. ρ/ρb,fict tends to

1). Each layer-density profile approaches the plateau at around 1 nm from the protein

ellipsoid surface, thus indicating that beyond such a distance the SPC molecules of

the protein-solvent system behave equivalently to the reference pure SPC ones.

By using the mean hydration shell volume, Vsh, corresponding to the mean volume

of the ellipsoid defined by the boundary layer of the hydration shell (as obtained by

adding 1 nm, i.e. the distance from the protein ellipsoid surface at which the density

approaches the plateau value of bulk density, to each semi-axis of the protein ellipsoid),

the mean number of SPC molecules within such an ellipsoid, nsh, and the mean protein

excluded volume, Vex, we can obtain the mean solvent density within the accessible

volume of the protein hydration shell, ρsh, via:

ρsh ∼=
nsh

Vsh − Vex
(3.4.1)

We can compare ρsh to the solvent bulk-density, ρb, by calculating the relative

increase η = ρsh/ρb − 1. As is shown in Tab. 3.1 the simulations of the studied

proteins provided, by means of eq. 3.4.1, a hydration shell mean density in the range

of 4-14% higher than the bulk one. This range of η is in agreement with experimental

data [18] and previous calculations [8, 10,13,16].

By analyzing the data reported in Tab. 3.1, in which also the mean effective-

protein ellipsoid, Vell,eff , the mean ellipsoidal hydration-shell volume, Vsh, are re-
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Figure 3.2: Layer density profile of the hydration SPC molecules as a function of
the distance from the protein ellipsoid surface calculated for the eighteen proteins:
Trp-cage (black), Yeast-AFP (red), AFPI (green), Heliomicin (blue), GB1 (yellow),
AFPIII (brown), BPTI (grey), TmAFP (violet), Ubiquitin (cyan), CfAFP (magenta),
Barnase (orange), Lysozyme (indigo), RiAFP (maroon), AFPII (turquoise), Myo-
globin (dark green), LEIBP (light red), HCAII (light blue), and COVID-19 (light
green).

ported, one can notice a positive correlation between η and the size of the protein,

as provided by the analysis of the correlation between η and the protein volumes.

This behavior is opposite to what was observed for hydrophobic solutes in the same

length-scale range [86], for which a decrease in hydration density was observed as a

function of the protein size.

On the contrary, no clear dependence of η was found on the protein eccentricity, as

provided by the analysis of the correlation between η and the eccentricity of the ellip-

soids approximating the protein molecules (see Fig. 3.6A), and on the hydrophobicity

of the protein surface, as provided by the analysis of the correlation between η and

the hydrophobic fraction at the protein surface (see Fig. 3.6B). In the Supporting

Information, Fig. 3.4 and Fig. 3.5, a global view of the chemical character of the

surfaces of all proteins is given in terms of hydrophilic/hydrophobic atoms.

In order to interpret the dependence of the hydration shell-density on the protein

size through the model proposed in the Theory section, we firstly need to obtain

m, ρin/ρb and 1− χ, the latter evaluated as 1− χ = β/ρin.

To get m we plotted Vex as a function of the effective protein-ellipsoid volume,

Vell,eff , for all the studied proteins, see Fig. 3.7A, and from a linear fit of the data we
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Figure 3.3: Density variations with respect to the bulk density, ρ/ρb,fict, as a function
of the distance from the protein ellipsoid surface for the eighteen proteins: Trp-cage
(black), Yeast-AFP (red), AFPI (green), Heliomicin (blue), GB1 (yellow), AFPIII
(brown), BPTI (grey), TmAFP (violet), Ubiquitin (cyan), CfAFP (magenta), Barnase
(orange), Lysozyme (indigo), RiAFP (maroon), AFPII (turquoise), Myoglobin (dark
green), LEIBP (light red), HCAII (light blue), and COVID-19 (light green).

obtain m (m = 0.95). From the data and the quality of the fit it is evident that the

linear relation we assumed between Vex and Vell,eff is a good approximation ensuring

that one of our basic assumptions is reasonable.

To get ρin/ρb we used the procedure described in the Methods section, i.e. ρin/ρb

is calculated from the ratio of the mean number of solvent molecules inside the protein

effective ellipsoid and the corresponding number calculated on the fictitious protein

+ solvent configurations. The ρin/ρb values, calculated over the protein sample and

reported in Fig. 3.8A as a function of Vsh/Vell,eff , show a rather flat distribution with

a mean value of 1.56, thus confirming that ρin is constant for all the proteins as was

assumed in the model. A similar analysis of ρout/ρb, evaluated as the ratio of the

mean number of solvent molecules outside the protein effective ellipsoid, but inside

the hydration shell, and the corresponding number calculated on the fictitious protein

+ solvent configurations was performed (see Fig. 3.8B). The comparison between

ρin/ρb and ρout/ρb shows that almost all of the hydration shell density increase is

concentrated inside the protein effective ellipsoid, being the former ≈1.56 and the

latter in the range of 1.00 and 1.08. Moreover, ρout/ρb shows a slight dependence on

the protein size.
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Table 3.1: Residue number, effective protein-ellipsoid volume, Vell,eff , ratio between
the volume of the shell, Vsh, and the effective ellipsoid volume, Vell,eff , and relative
density increment, η, for the eighteen studied proteins. Volumes are given in nm3

.

Protein Residue N. Vell,eff
Vsh

Vell,eff
η

Trp-cage 20 4.46 5.95 0.050

Yeast-AFP 25 6.87 4.97 0.052

AFPI 37 8.06 4.86 0.046

Heliomicin 44 9.47 4.38 0.065

GB1 56 11.81 4.00 0.079

AFPIII 66 12.27 3.91 0.071

BPTI 56 12.41 3.94 0.068

TmAFP 82 12.46 4.00 0.083

Ubiquitin 75 14.40 3.70 0.090

CfAFP 121 19.65 3.37 0.088

Barnase 108 20.55 3.30 0.094

Lysozyme 129 22.64 3.19 0.099

RiAFP 143 23.26 3.26 0.089

AFPII 129 25.70 3.06 0.106

Myoglobin 154 28.63 2.99 0.111

LeIBP 241 38.73 2.73 0.123

HCAII 261 46.61 2.56 0.133

COVID-19 306 54.93 2.56 0.125

Note: The error on Vell,eff and Vsh is ≈0.3%, the one on η is ≈1%. Errors on the differ-
ent quantities were evaluated through the standard error of their mean calculated over 3
(independent) subtrajectories.

Similarly as for m, by expressing the mean number of solvent molecules inside the

effective protein ellipsoid nin via the inner shell density nin = (1 − χ)ρinVell,eff , we

can obtain β = (1−χ)ρin by a linear regression of the nin versus Vell,eff plot (see Fig.

3.7B) as provided by shell-density calculations (we get β = 11.61). From β and ρin,

we can evaluate 1− χ = β/ρin = 0.22.

Once obtained m, ρin/ρb and (1− χ) we can use eqs. 3.2.12 and 3.2.13 to fit the

values of η as a function of α = Vsh/Vell,eff calculated for the different proteins (see

Fig. 3.9). From the quality of the fits it emerges that both levels of approximation of

the model employed are reasonably accurate, with the higher-level model performing

slightly better consistently with the slight size-dependence observed from the explicit

calculation of ρout/ρb (see Fig. 3.8). A further validation of our model comes from

the fact that if the parameters a0 and a1, as obtained from the fitting of η with eq.

3.2.13, are used into the analytical function for ρout/ρb (ρout/ρb = (a0 +x)/(x+ a1)) a
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Figure 3.4: Hydrophobic (green) and hydrophilic (blue) atoms at the protein surface.

good reproduction of the ρout/ρb values provided by the MD simulations is obtained

(see Fig. 3.8B).

The relevant parameters (i.e. 1− χ, ρin/ρb and ρout/ρb which are independent of

the level of approximation and are summarized in the caption to Fig. 3.9) can be

utilized to understand how the solvent molecules are partitioned inside the hydration
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Figure 3.5: Hydrophobic (green) and hydrophilic (blue) atoms at the protein surface.

shell possibly explaining the variation of the solvent-shell density according to the

protein size. According to our model ≈22% of the effective protein-ellipsoid volume is

accessible to solvent (i.e. 1−χ = 0.22) and basically all the solvent density increase is

concentrated in this region. In fact, the solvent density in the inner accessible volume

is approximately 56% higher than bulk (i.e. ρin/ρb ≈ 1.56), while it is basically equal
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Figure 3.6: η as a function of the ellipsoid eccentricity, defined as ε2 = 1−a2/c2 with
a and c the smallest and largest ellipsoid axes, respectively (A), and of the fraction
of hydrophobic atoms at the protein surface (B).

to the bulk density in the outer region (i.e. ρout/ρb = 1.04 in the case of the lower

level of approximation). Thus, almost all of the solvent density increase is confined

within the protein and within grooves and pockets at the protein surface, as shown in

Fig. 3.10 in which a representative configuration showing the water molecules within

the protein ellipsoid is reported.

The protein-independent density increment of ≈56% found here is in line with

previous findings in which the hydration density increase was calculated by means

of MD simulation at a distance of 0.2 nm from the protein surface for lysozyme [8]

(≈50% increase was found) and from the analysis of the crystal waters in contact

with the protein surface for 22 crystal structures [95] (an average ≈20% increase was

found).

Our protein data-set contains proteins with a specific function, namely antifreeze

proteins. AFPs are able to inhibit ice growth by binding to ice nuclei and, although

their ice-binding mechanism is still unclear, yet the hydration layer is thought to play

a fundamental role. We have previously shown that the hydration density of two of

these AFPs, CfAFP and AFPIII, are very similar to non-AFPs [16]. Here, we extend

the study to a total of eight AFPs spanning a rather large length-scale range, and

compare the hydration density with non-AFPs. As shown in Fig. 3.9, in which the

AFPs proteins are highlighted in red, the behavior of the AFPs does not differ from

that of non-AFPs. Indeed, if we separate the data into two sets, one comprising non-

AFPs and the other AFPs proteins, and fit our model to the two sets independently we
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Figure 3.7: A) Vex as a function of the effective protein-ellipsoid volume, Vell,eff ,
for all the studied proteins. From the linear fit Vex = mVell,eff we obtain m = 0.95.
B) Mean number of solvent molecules inside the effective protein ellipsoid, nin, as a
function of the effective protein-ellipsoid volume, Vell,eff , for all the studied proteins.
From the linear fit nin = βVell,eff we obtain β = 11.61. The correlation coefficient is
higher than 0.99 for both regressions.

basically obtain the same results. Thus, our results do not show any peculiar behavior

of AFPs in terms of the protein-size dependence of the hydration-shell density with

respect to non-AFPs.

As explained in the theory section, our model has a formal lower limit αmin =

m + (1 − χ) = 1.17. However, it is likely that in the proximity of αmin (i.e. close

to a null relative outer accessible volume) the model is not fully reliable. We might

consider a value of α around 1.5 as a lower limit, which corresponds to a maximum

number of residues of approximately 500 - 600, hence limiting the applicability of the

model to small-to-medium-sized globular proteins.
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Figure 3.8: (A) ρin/ρb as a function of α = Vsh/Vell,eff for all the studied proteins. A
linear regression of the ρin/ρb data yields a slope coefficient of -0.031 which is within
one standard error of the coefficient (0.032), showing that ρin/ρb can be considered
basically constant over the protein sample. (B) ρout/ρb as a function of α = Vsh/Vell,eff
for all the studied proteins. The black solid line is the analytical function ρout/ρb =
(a0+x)/(x+a1) with a0 = −0.63 and a1 = −0.75 as obtained from the fit of η with eq.
3.2.12 (see Results section). The analytical expression provides a good reproduction
of the ρout/ρb values obtained from the MD simulations.

3.5 Conclusions

By means of molecular dynamics simulation we analyzed the protein hydration-shell

density of eighteen proteins, which include eight AFPs, and found an increase of

water density with respect to the bulk-density for all the studied proteins. While we

did not find any correlation between the magnitude of this increase and the protein

eccentricity and protein-surface mean hydophobicity, we found a clear dependence
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Figure 3.9: (A) η as a function of α = Vsh/Vell,eff calculated for the different
proteins. The data are fitted with eq. 3.2.12 (dashed line) providing r0 = ρout/ρb =
1.04 and eq. 3.2.12 (full line) providing a0 = −0.63 and a1 = −0.75; the correlation
coefficient is 0.97 for both models. The eight AFPs are highlighted in red.

on the protein length-scale. In particular, the increment in hydration-shell density

decreases for decreasing protein size (from ≈ 14% to ≈ 4%) and, within the simple

model developed in the present work, this decrease is caused by the protein size

only. In fact, the hydration shell-density increase is found to be confined within, or

in pockets at the surface of the protein (i.e. inside the effective solvent-accessible

volume of the ellipsoid approximating the protein molecule) and to be the same for

all proteins. Therefore, since the relative size of this inner solvent-accessible volume,

with respect to the total accessible volume of the hydration shell, is lower for smaller

proteins, the decrease in water-density is explained by the difference in protein size.

The protein-independent increment of the density of the water molecules confined

within the protein effective ellipsoid of ≈56% obtained from our model is consis-

tent, yet higher, with previous explicit calculations showing that the density of water

molecules in close proximity to the protein surface, and in particular in concave re-

gions, is 20%-50% higher than bulk.
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Figure 3.10: Representative configuration of HCAII showing the water molecules
within the protein ellipsoid in ball and stick (oxygen and hydrogen atoms are reported
in red and white, respectively). Most of the water molecules are localized within
grooves and pockets. The behaviour is qualitatively similar for all proteins.

Finally, we show that the antifreeze proteins studied here, which cover a broad

range of sizes and types (hyperactive from insects, CfAFP, TmAFP and RiAFP,

moderately active from fish, AFPI, AFPII and AFPIII, and moderately active from

yeast, yeast-AFP and LeIBP), do not behave differently from non-antifreeze proteins

in terms of the size-dependence of their hydration density, in line with our previous

work in which we showed that the shell thickness and density of two AFPs did not

feature any relevant difference with respect to two non-AFPs [16].
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Chapter 4

Hydration Shell of Antifreeze Proteins:

Unveiling the Role of Non-Ice-Binding

Surfaces

4.1 Introduction

Antifreeze proteins (AFPs) are a vast group of proteins that are able to suppress freez-

ing and are exploited by several organisms to live at subzero temperatures. Despite

a remarkable variability in their primary, secondary, and tertiary structures, AFPs

share a common mechanism of action: they bind to small ice nuclei, preventing them

from growing at the adsorbed positions [48]. AFPs are indeed able to irreversibly bind

to the ice surface, exploiting a number of hydrogen bonds and hydrophobic interac-

tions between specific ice planes and a complementary protein surface, the ice-binding

site (IBS), a usually flat surface specifically involved in ice-binding.

By binding the surface of a growing ice nucleus, AFPs cause the microcurvature

of the ice surface, as water molecules are forced to join the ice surface only between

the adsorbed AFPs. As the ice-crystal growth is thermodynamically less favorable on

a curved ice surface than a flat one, the ice growth stops until the temperature drops.

This results in a local difference between the freezing and the melting temperature,

known as thermal hysteresis (TH) [96]. Moderately active AFPs display a TH activity

below ≈ 1◦, while the so-called hyperactive AFPs, which are mainly found in insects,

can reach TH activities of 5◦ and higher [48,97].

Although there is a general consensus on the mechanism of action of AFPs, many

questions remain open. The nature of the interactions that determine the binding to

the ice surface has been widely debated: a spatial match between the polar residues

of the IBS and the oxygen–oxygen distance in the ice lattice has been repeatedly

noted [37, 98–101], pointing to a critical role of hydrogen bonds in the protein–ice

binding. However, IBSs also typically show a relevant hydrophobic content, suggesting

that hydrophobic groups might also be involved in ice binding [57, 102–107], with

the idea that the release of constrained waters from hydrophobic groups on the IBS
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might provide a thermodynamic driving force for ice binding [107]. Another key

question is how AFPs are able to recognize ice prior to binding in a vast excess of

water. On the basis of molecular dynamics (MD) simulations, it has been proposed

that hydration water at the IBS could form an ice-like layer already in solution,

facilitating ice recognition [11, 108–114]. Terahertz spectroscopic studies noted the

presence of an extended dynamic hydration shell around AFPs and proposed that

such a hydration layer plays an important role in the molecular mechanism of the

antifreeze activity [32, 33]. Differences between the dynamics of solvation water of

IBSs and of the non-ice-binding parts of AFPs have been highlighted [12]. However,

other MD simulations [115,116], and an NMR study [117] found no indication of ice-

like structure in liquid water around AFPs. The lack of a clear correlation between

the properties of AFP hydration waters and their antifreeze activity has also been

highlighted [118]. More in general, the importance of investigating AFP hydration

shells to better understand their antifreeze function is increasingly recognized.

In a recent work [119], with the combined use of FTIR spectroscopy in the wa-

ter O–H stretching region and a postprocessing technique to separate the individual

spectral components in vibrational spectroscopy of mixtures (self-modeling curve res-

olution), the IR spectrum of the solvent perturbed by the solute (i.e., the spectrum

of the hydration shell) has been isolated for a type III AFP (ZaAFP). From the

analysis of the solute-correlated O–H stretching signal, an estimate of the thickness

of the hydration shell and of the number of water molecules inside it was obtained.

The resulting 0.95 nm thick hydration shell has been claimed to be very large and

to reflect a strong interaction between the AFP and the solvent, possibly correlated

with the antifreeze activity. However, the estimated thickness of the hydration shell

seems to be in line with the one estimated for non-ice-interacting proteins, that is,

≈ 1 nm [12, 13, 120, 121]. Long-ranged dynamical solvation shells in AFPs have been

in fact suggested to reach up to 2 nm from the surface of the solute on the basis of

terahertz studies [32, 33]. These last findings are, again, in contrast with computa-

tional studies that found a hydration shell thickness of ≈ 1 nm also in a hyperactive

AFP (CfAFP) [12].

In this context, we investigate, here, the shell thickness of these two small AFPs,

ZaAFP and CfAFP, and compare it to the hydration shell thickness of two nonice-

binding proteins: ubiquitin (Ubi) and barnase (Bar). To this aim, we performed MD

simulations both at room temperature and at a temperature a few degrees below the

melting temperature for the computational water model used (TIP4P/2005 [92]), and

we apply a recently developed analysis to investigate hydration shell volumes [13].

Such a methodology also allows obtaining the hydration shell water density as a
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function of the distance from the protein surface. The TIP4P/2005 model has been

previously used in MD simulations involving AFPs [116, 122]. However, to assess

that our results do not depend on the choice of the water model, we also perform

MD simulations and subsequent analyses with the simple point charge water model,

SPC [89], both at room temperature and at a temperature just above the melting

temperature for SPC, Most of the computational works focusing on the hydration shell

properties of AFPs investigated hydration waters in terms of structural parameters

[11,12,111,116], with the aim of assessing the possible ice-like structure of liquid water

at the IBS. Here, we face the same issue from a different point of view, comparing the

density of AFPs and non-ice-binding protein hydration shells to the density of bulk

water.

4.2 Methods

4.2.1 MD Simulations

MD simulations of CfAFP (PDB ID: 1M8N), ZaAFP (PDB ID: 1HG7), Ubi (PDB

ID: 3M3J), and Bar (PDB ID: 2KF3) are performed with the Gromacs software

package [87] in conjunction with the AMBER03 force field [123]. Each structure

is solvated in a periodic dodecahedral box large enough to ensure at least 1.3 nm

distance between the protein surface and the box faces. The simulation box is filled

with TIP4P/2005 water molecules [92] and (when needed) a proper number of ions to

neutralize the system. The density of the boxes containing the TIP4P/2005-protein

solutions is calibrated in order to obtain (within the NVT MD simulations) a pressure

of ≈ 390 bar, corresponding to the pressure provided by an MD simulation of a pure

TIP4P/2005 box at 300 K, with a density corresponding to the experimental liquid

water density at the same temperature (≈33.3 molecules per nm3) [13]. Each protein

is simulated at room temperature (300 K) and at low temperature (245 K) that is,

4-7◦ below the ice-melting temperature for the TIP4P/2005 model (249–252 K) [124].

Simulations at room and low temperature are also performed with a different water

model, that is, the SPC water model [89] in conjunction with the OPLS-AA/L force

field [88]. With such a water model, the density of the boxes containing the SPC-

protein solutions is calibrated in order to obtain (within the NVT MD simulations) a

pressure of ≈560 bar, corresponding to the pressure provided by an MD simulation

of a pure SPC box at 300 K, with a density corresponding to the experimental liquid

water density at the same temperature (≈33.3 molecules per nm3). With SPC, each

protein is simulated at room temperature (300 K) and at low temperature (200 K)
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that is, 10◦ above the ice-melting temperature for the SPC model (190 K) [125].

All the systems are simulated in the isothermal–isochoric (NVT) ensemble, using

an integration step of 2 fs and keeping the temperature constant by the isokinetic

temperature coupling [126]. All bonds are constrained using the LINCS algorithm [79]

and for short range interactions, a cut-off radius of 1.1 nm was employed. The particle

mesh Ewald method [72] is used to compute long-range interactions with grid search

and cut-off radii of 1.1 nm.

After solute optimization and subsequent solvent relaxation, each protein is simu-

lated for 100 ns at both temperatures. In addition, 100 ns-long NVT simulations of a

pure TIP4P/2005 box at 300 K and at 245 K and of a pure SPC box at 300 and 200

K at the reference pressure of 390 and 560 bar, respectively, are performed in order to

compare the properties of the protein hydration shells with the properties of fictitious

hydration shells filled with bulk water (see the Results and Discussion section). The

245 K MD simulation of pure TIP4P/2005 and the 200 K MD simulation of pure

SPC are also used to evaluate the bulk solvent density at low temperature and at a

pressure of 390 and 560 bar, respectively, and provide a water density of 33.1 and 34.3

molecules per nm3, respectively.

4.2.2 Hydration Shell Density Calculations

In order to characterize the solvent density around the protein, we use the approxima-

tion of treating the protein molecule as an ellipsoid defined, at each MD time frame,

by the eigenvectors and eigenvalues of the 3 x 3 geometrical covariance matrix of the

x, y, z atomic coordinates [13]. We then consider a set of ellipsoidal layers around

the protein defined by the consecutive ellipsoids with semi-axes ani = ai + nδ with

fixed increment δ = 0.03 nm. By calculating at each MD frame the instantaneous

TIP4P/2005 density within each layer (disregarding the possible presence of protein

atoms and/or counter-ions) and averaging over the MD trajectory, we obtain the sol-

vent density profile around the protein within layers of increasing distance from the

protein ellipsoid surface (i.e., the layer solvent density profile, see Figure 4.6). The

distance from the protein surface at which the layer solvent density reaches the bulk

plateau value (≈33.3 molecules per nm3 at 300 K and ≈33.1 molecules per nm3 at 245

K, see MD Simulations subsection) defines the hydration shell boundary layer, that

is, the thickness of the protein hydration shell and corresponding shell volume Vshell

(more detail on the definition of the hydration shell thickness is given in the Support-

ing Information). The mean value of the number of TIP4P/2005 molecules within

each layer, that is, as a function of the distance from the protein ellipsoid surface, is

also calculated along the MD simulations. In addition, the protein-excluded volume
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Vex , that is, the volume enclosed by the solvent-accessible surface, can be obtained

by Gromacs using a probe radius of 0.14 nm, according to the method reported in

Eisenhaber et al. [93]. By calculating Vex at each MD time frame of the simulations,

we obtain the protein mean volume and the corresponding thermal distribution. From

Vshell, Vex and the number of TIP4P/2005 molecules inside the hydration shell, Nshell,

the mean solvent density within the accessible volume of the protein hydration shell

can be obtained via 〈
Nshell

Vshell − Vex

〉
≈ 〈Nshell〉
〈Vshell〉 − 〈Vex〉

= ρshell (4.2.1)

The mean solvent density inside the hydration shell can be compared to the bulk

solvent density ρbulk, providing the relative density increment η inside the hydration

shell with respect to the bulk density

η =
ρshell − ρbulk

ρbulk
(4.2.2)

4.2.3 Definition of Binding Surfaces

For each protein, two surfaces have been defined for the calculation of the hydration

surface density ρsurf . For the two AFPs, one of the two surfaces corresponds to the

ice binding site (IBS). The IBSs of CfAFP and ZaAFP have been defined according to

the literature [127,128]. The remaining surfaces have been selected as flat as possible

and with a solvent accessible surface area (SASA) similar to IBS one. The residues

included in each of the eight surfaces are listed below. In Figure 4.1 a representative

sketch of the eight surfaces is reported.

CfAFP IBS: residues V5 T7 T21 T23 I37 T39 V52 T54 T67 T69 T82 T84 T99 T101

CfAFP NIBS: residues Q10 T12 T26 D28 Q42 S44 N57 D59 Q72 N74 S87

ZaAFP IBS: residues Q9 L10 P12 I13 N14 T15 A16 T18 V20 M21 Q44

ZaAFP NIBS: residues N1 Q2 V27 T28 V30 G31 I32 P33 E35 D36 R39

Bar Surface 1: residues T24 K25 S26 E27 Q29 A30 G32 W33 V34 A35 S36

Bar Surface 2: residues P62 G63 L64 S65 G66 R67 D91 W92 L93

Ubi Surface 1: residues Q31 D32 L33 E34 G35 I36 P37 P38 D39 Q40

Ubi Surface 2: residues M1 Q2 L15 E16 V17 E18 P19 S20 D21 T22 N25 K29

4.3 Results and Discussion

In order to characterize the solvent density around the four proteins studied (two

AFPs, ZaAFP, and CfAFP and two non AFPs, Ubi, and Bar), the proteins and their
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Figure 4.1: Representative sketch of the eight surfaces defined. CfAFP IBS and
NIBS; ZaAFP IBS and NIBS; Barnase Surface 1 and Surface 2; Ubiquitin Surface 1
and Surface 2. The hydrophobic and hydrophilic portions of the surfaces are high-
lighted in yellow and purple, respectively. The rest of the protein is represented as
white surface.

hydration shells are modeled as ellipsoids (see Figure 4.2). The solvent density ρ

around the protein as a function of the distance from the protein ellipsoid surface is

then calculated (see Hydration Shell Density Calculations subsection).

To compare the solvent properties inside the hydration shell with the properties

of bulk solvent we use a previously employed strategy [11] to construct a fictitious

hydration shell filled with bulk water. To this aim, the protein coordinates obtained

from the protein + solvent MD simulations are inserted into a pure TIP4P/2005 box

extracted from a MD simulation of water alone. The water molecules of the pure

TIP4P/2005 box overlapping with the protein coordinates are removed, providing

a protein + solvent box in which the hydration shell is filled with the bulk solvent.

Water molecules of the pure TIP4P/2005 box are removed where the distance between

any existing atom and any atom of the inserted protein is less than the sum of the

van der Waals radii of both atoms. For each protein and at both temperatures,

this is done for 10000 different protein coordinates, each one inserted in a different

bulk solvent box. The solvent density around the protein ρfict as a function of the
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Figure 4.2: Representative structure of the four proteins investigated inside their
1 nm-thick hydration shell at 300 K: A, CfAFP; B, ZaAFP, C, Barnase; D, Ubiq-
uitin. The protein+solvent atoms inside the ellipsoid that approximates the protein
are highlighted in licorice with blue cartoon backbone. The hydration shell solvent
molecules outside such an ellipsoid are represented in transparent licorice and the
protein atoms that protrude from the protein ellipsoid surface are represented in gray
licorice.

distance from the protein ellipsoid surface is then calculated for these fictitious protein

+ solvent configurations (see the Hydration Shell Density Calculations subsection).

Such a strategy allows to investigate and compare the hydration shell properties of

the different proteins removing possible effects because of the topological properties

of the protein surfaces. In addition, it also allows to remove the effect on the density

profile of the spatial arrangement of the protein atoms that protrude from the protein

ellipsoid surface.

The ratio ρ/ρfict as a function of the distance from the protein ellipsoid surface
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is reported in Figure 4.3 (the corresponding trends for ρ are reported in Figure 4.6).

The figure shows that, as previously observed [129], at the protein surface, the density

of the solvent is higher than the bulk density and decreases at increasing distances,

approaching the bulk density, as expected. At 300 K (Figure. 4.3 a and b) a ≈12%

increase is observed in the first 0.5 nm hydration layer in all the four proteins, in line

with previous data [129]. The bulk density is reached at 300 K at ≈1 nm distance from

the protein surface (see also panels a and b and corresponding insets of Figure 4.6).

Beyond such a distance, the TIP4P/2005 molecules of the protein–solvent system

behave equivalently to the bulk TIP4P/2005 ones. Such a hydration shell thickness

is in good agreement with previous calculations on non-AFPs at 300 K with the same

methodology [13] and on CfAFP [12] in the temperature range 240–300 K with a

different approach. It is also in good agreement with the previously mentioned IR-

based experimental estimate of a 0.95 nm hydration shell thickness for ZaAFP at room

temperature of Sun and Petersen [119]. Most notably, the hydration shell thickness

of the two AFPs is not different from the one of the two non-AFPs, showing that, in

terms of density, AFPs do not feature any long-ranged solvation shell.

Figure 4.3: Ratio ρ/ρfict as a function of the distance from the protein ellipsoid
surface for the four proteins at 300 K (a,b) and at 245 K (c,d) with TIP4P/2005
water model. AFPs are reported in panels (a,c) (CfAFP, black; ZaAFP, red) and
non-AFPs are reported in panels b and d (Bar, green; Ubi, blue).
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To assess that the results obtained do not depend on the choice of the water model,

we repeated MD simulations and subsequent analyses at 300 K for all four systems

with the SPC water model [89]. The ratio ρ/ρfict as a function of the distance from the

protein ellipsoid surface is reported in Figure 4.4, a and b (the corresponding trends for

ρ are reported later in this thesis, Figure. 4.5, to be compared with Figure. 4.3. The

results are absolutely consistent with the ones obtained with the TIP4P/2005 water

model. In fact, both the shell thickness (≈1 nm, see also next following paragraph on

shell thickness) and the density increase in the first 0.5 nm hydration layer (≈12%)

perfectly match the corresponding data obtained with the TIP4P/2005 water model

for all the four proteins.

Figure 4.4: Ratio ρ/ρfict as a function of the distance from the protein ellipsoid
surface for the four proteins at 300 K (a,b) and at 200 K (c,d) with SPC water model.
AFPs are reported in panels (a,c) (CfAFP, black; ZaAFP, red) and non-AFPs are
reported in panels b and d (Bar, green; Ubi, blue).

Given the agreement between the results obtained with the two water models,

we per- formed with the SPC water model new simulations also at 200 K, i.e., at a

temperature just above the melting temperature for SPC (190 K) [125]. Figure 4.4

c and d (and Figure 4.5, c and d and corresponding insets), show that the results at

a temperature just above the melting are similar to the ones obtained at a temper-
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ature just below the melting with the TIP4P/2005 water model. In fact, for all the

four proteins a similar solvent density increase in the first 0.5 nm hydration layer is

observed (≈16%) and the bulk density is reached at a distance of ≈ 1.15 nm.

Also the values of ρshell and η, together with the corresponding mean values of

the protein excluded volume 〈Vex〉, hydration shell volume 〈Vshell〉 and the number

of SPC molecules inside the hydration shell 〈Nshell〉 are in agreement with the ones

obtained with the TIP4P/2005 water model (see Table 4.1 and Table 4.2)

Figure 4.5: Ratio ρ/ρfict as a function of the distance from the protein ellipsoid
surface for the four proteins at 300 K (a,b) and at 200 K (c,d). AFPs are reported in
panels (a,c) (CfAFP, black; ZaAFP, red) and non-AFPs are reported in panels b and
d (Bar, green; Ubi, blue).

As AFPs are active at low temperatures, we performed the same analysis at 245

K, that is, 4 − 7◦ below the melting temperature for the TIP4P/2005 water model

used (249–252 K [124]) Figure 4.3c,d (and Figure 4.6 c,d and corresponding insets)

shows similar results for AFPs and non-AFPs also at low temperature. In fact, for

all the four proteins, a similar solvent density increase in the first 0.5 nm hydration

layer is observed (≈16%, slightly higher than the 300 K one) and the bulk density is

reached at a distance of ≈1.15 nm, slightly higher than the 300 K one (see Supporting

Information for details on the shell thickness definition). It has to be noted that at

both temperatures, the ratio ρ/ρfict is always higher than 1, that is, the density inside
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Table 4.1: Mean values of the protein excluded volume 〈Vex〉, hydration shell volume
〈Vshell〉 and number of SPC molecules inside the hydration shell 〈Nshell〉 as obtained
from the MD trajectories of the four proteins at 300 K and 200 Ka.

300 K
〈Vex〉 〈Vshell〉 〈Nshell〉 ρshell η

AFPs
CfAFP 19.11 66.18 1706 36.25 0.088

ZaAFP 11.50 48.07 1306 35.70 0.071

non-AFPs
Bar 19.20 67.67 1767 36.45 0.094

Ubi 13.94 53.1 1422 36.30 0.089

200 K
〈Vex〉 〈Vshell〉 〈Nshell〉 ρshell η

AFPs
CfAFP 19.2 76.80 2158 37.48 0.093

ZaAFP 11.46 56.33 1648 36.74 0.071

non-AFPs
Bar 19.30 78.8 2236 37.60 0.096

Ubi 14.07 62.11 1797 37.42 0.091

Note: aFor the calculation of Vshell, a hydration shell thickness of 1 nm and 1.15 nm
is considered at 300 K and 200 K, respectively. All volumes are reported in nm3.
Mean solvent density ρshell (molecules per nm3) within the accessible volume of the
hydration shell and relative density increment η with respect to the bulk density are
calculated according to Equation 4.2.1 and 4.2.2. The error on 〈Vex〉 and 〈Vshell〉 is
≈0.3%, the one on 〈Nshell〉 is ≈0.2%, the one on ρshell is ≈0.2% and the one on η is
≈1%. Errors on the different quantities are evaluated through the standard error of
their mean calculated over 3 (independent) sub-trajectories.

the hydration shell is always higher than the bulk solvent density. Therefore, there is

no indication of an ice-like density (i.e., lower than liquid bulk) in the hydration shell

of AFPs.

The definition of the hydration shell thickness allows determining the mean solvent

density ρshell within the accessible volume of the protein hydration shell and the

relative density increment η inside the hydration shell with respect to the bulk density

(Equation 4.2.1 and 4.2.2). The values of ρshell and η, together with the corresponding

mean values of the protein excluded volume 〈Vex〉, hydration shell volume 〈Vshell〉 and

the number of SPC molecules inside the hydration shell 〈Nshell〉 are reported in Table

4.2. Note that the number of molecules inside the hydration shell of ZaAFP (i.e., 1330)

is in agreement with the experimental estimate of Sun and Petersen [119], who set a

lower limit of the number of water molecules in the hydration shell of the protein to
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Figure 4.6: Layer density profile of the solvation TIP4P/2005 molecules for the four
proteins at 300 K (a and b) and at 245 K (c and d). AFPs are reported in panels
a and c (CfAFP, black; ZaAFP, red) and non-AFPs are reported in panels b and d
(Bar, green; Ubi, blue). The insets show the convergence of the density profile, with
its standard error, within the bulk density noise interval (displayed with two orange
lines) corresponding to the 95% confidence.

1100. The data reported in the table show that the hydration shell solvent density and

relative density increment with respect to the bulk are essentially indistinguishable

for AFPs and non AFPs, both at 300 K and at 245 K. An overall density increment

inside the hydration shell of ≈9% can be observed both at low and room temperatures

for all the proteins.

In Figure 4.6 and 4.5 the layer density profiles of the four proteins are reported, as

obtained by averaging over the MD trajectories the instantaneous TIP4P/2005 (Fig-

ure 4.6) and SPC (Figure 4.5) density within ellipsoidal layers around the proteins of

increasing dimension (see section Hydration shell density calculations). For both wa-

ter models, the data obtained at both room (300 K) and low (245 K for TIP4P/2005

and 200 K for SPC) temperature are reported. Such profiles allow determining the

thickness of the hydration shell, i.e. the distance from the protein surface at which

the layer solvent density reaches the bulk plateau value (≈33.3 molecules per nm3 at

300 K, ≈33.1 molecules per nm3 at 245 K with the TIP4P/2005 water model and

≈34.3 molecules per nm3 at 200 K with the SPC water model, see MD simulations
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Table 4.2: Mean values of the Protein-Excluded Volume 〈Vex〉, Hydration Shell
Volume 〈Vshell〉 and Number of TIP4P/2005 Molecules Inside the Hydration Shell
〈Nshell〉 as Obtained from the MD Trajectories of the Four Proteins at 300 K and 245
Ka.

300 K
〈Vex〉 〈Vshell〉 〈Nshell〉 ρshell η

AFPs
CfAFP 19.19 66.84 1735 36.41 0.092

ZaAFP 11.51 48.64 1330 35.81 0.075

non-AFPs
Bar 19.71 70.97 1881 36.70 0.101

Ubi 14.00 54.23 1463 36.36 0.091

245 K
〈Vex〉 〈Vshell〉 〈Nshell〉 ρshell η

AFPs
CfAFP 19.19 76.36 2066 36.13 0.092

ZaAFP 11.61 56.90 1610 35.54 0.074

non-AFPs
Bar 18.91 75.76 2049 36.04 0.089

Ubi 13.86 62.94 1758 35.82 0.082

Note: aFor the calculation of Vshell, a hydration shell thickness of 1 nm and 1.15 nm
is considered at 300 K and 245 K, respectively. All volumes are reported in nm3.
Mean solvent density ρshell (molecules per nm3) within the accessible volume of the
hydration shell and relative density increment η with respect to the bulk density are
calculated according to Equation 4.2.1 and 4.2.2. The error on 〈Vex〉 and 〈Vshell〉 is
≈0.3%, the one on 〈Nshell〉 is ≈0.2%, the one on ρshell is ≈0.2% and the one on η is
≈1%. Errors on the different quantities are evaluated through the standard error of
their mean calculated over 3 (independent) sub-trajectories.

subsection). The layer solvent density approaches indeed the bulk plateau value by

increasing the distance from the protein surface. We define the layer solvent density

as indistinguishable from the bulk solvent density when the two quantities coincide

within their noise. The error on the layer density is evaluated through the standard

error of their mean calculated over three sub-trajectories while the bulk density stan-

dard error has been previously calculated at 300 K [13] and is 0.014 molecules per nm3.

The same bulk density standard error has been used at 245 K and 200 K. Within such

a definition it can be observed from Figure 4.6 and 4.5 that the layer solvent density

converges to the bulk solvent density at a distance of ≈1 nm from the protein surface

at 300 K (insets of panels a and b of both figures) and at a distance of ≈ 1.1–1.2 nm

from the protein surface at 245 K and 200 K (insets of panels c and d of both figures)

for both AFPs and non AFPs. Note that at low temperature the layer density profile
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displays a higher fluctuation and standard error, likely as a consequence of the slower

dynamics. For the calculation of the hydration shell volume, mean solvent density

and relative density increment reported in Table 4.2 for TIP4P/2005 and in Table

4.1 for SPC in the previous section, a hydration shell thickness of 1.15 nm has been

considered at 245 K and 200 K, respectively.

According to the previous results, AFPs do not show any difference in terms of

solvent density with respect to non-ice-binding proteins, nor considering the hydration

shell thickness neither considering the density increment with respect to the bulk.

However, such properties have been evaluated on the whole hydration shell and do

not take into account that AFPs feature a specific region involved in ice-binding.

It has been repeatedly proposed [11, 108–114] that solvation waters at the IBS could

display an ice-like layer in solution to facilitate ice recognition, and we thus questioned

whether a local density difference at the IBS could be present that remains hidden in

the previous global analysis and that could potentially be relevant for AFP activity.

We thus analyzed the solvent density at the IBS of the two AFPs and compared it

both to the one at non-IBS surface portions of the AFPs and to the one at selected

surface portions of the two non-AFPs. We chose non-IBS (NIBS) portions of AFPs

and portions of Bar and Ubi having a solvent accessible surface area (SASA) similar

to the two AFP IBS and, possibly, a flat surface (more details on the surface definition

for the four proteins are provided in the Supporting Information). We then calculated

the hydration density around such surfaces, ρsurf , for the four proteins at low and

high temperatures as follows. ρsurf is defined as the number of water molecules, Nw,

within a 0.55 nm radius cutoff from the heavy atoms on the protein-selected surfaces

per unit of SASA (ρsurf = 〈Nw〉/〈S〉, with Nw and the SASA S averaged along the

MD trajectory) [14, 130]. We restricted our analysis to a 0.55 nm thick hydration

layer to maximize the possible local differences. The same surface density calculation

was performed also for the fictitious protein + solvent configurations in which the

hydration shell is filled with bulk water (ρsurffict ). This allowed us to compare the local

surface density among different protein portions and also to compare such a density

with the bulk density by calculating the relative increment ηsurf

ηsurf =
ρsurf − ρsurffict

ρsurffict

(4.3.1)

The results, reported in Table 4.3 and Figure 4.7, show for all the surfaces con-

sidered an increment with respect to the bulk density, more pronounced at 245 K, in

line with the results on the whole hydration shell reported in Figure 4.3. High vari-

ability in such increment can be observed (2.4–9.2% at 300 K, 5.6–11.6% at 245 K).
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Interestingly, the two AFP IBSs display a particularly low relative increment at both

temperatures. Such a local lower density might be related to the antifreeze activity

of the two proteins. However, it has to be remarked that the solvent density at the

IBS is still higher than the bulk one, hence not suggesting the presence of any ice-like

structure in the vicinity of the ice-binding surface.

Figure 4.7: Relative increment ηsurf of the hydration surface density with respect
to the bulk density vs the fraction of hydrophobic solvent-exposed area (Spho/S) of
the 8 surfaces selected for the four proteins. (A) data at 300 K, (B) data at 245 K.
(C) Representative sketch of the IBS and NIBS defined for CfAFP and ZaAFP. The
hydrophobic and hydrophilic portions of the surfaces are highlighted in yellow and
purple, respectively. The rest of the protein is represented as white surface.

Further analyses showed that the surface density increment with respect to the

bulk density (i.e., ηsurf , see Equation 4.3.1) is related to the chemical nature of the

exposed surface. As shown in Figure 4.7, ηsurf is in fact inversely proportional to

the fraction of the hydrophobic-exposed surface for all the surfaces investigated. A

lower increment corresponds to a higher fraction of the hydrophobic-exposed surface,

and the two ice-binding surfaces display the highest hydrophobic content. From the

comparison between IBSs and NIBSs in Figure 4.7, it can be also observed that

the highly hydrophobic IBS surface is coupled to a high hydrophilic NIBS surface,

supplying to the AFPs an amphipathic character [48]. In non-AFPs, the hydrophobic

content is on the contrary more similar between the two surfaces (note that for all
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Table 4.3: Mean Value of the Solvent Accessible Surface Area 〈S〉 (in nm2), Surface
Density ρsurf (in Molecules per nm2) and Relative Increment with Respect to the
Bulk Surface Density ηsurf Calculated for the Four Proteins at 300 and 245 Ka.

300 K
〈S〉 ρsurf ηsurf

AFPs

CfAFP IBS 8.9 17.7 0.035

CfAFP NIBS 7.2 18.1 0.081

ZaAFP IBS 8.3 18.1 0.024

ZaAFP NIBS 8.0 19.4 0.063

non-AFPs

Bar Surf. 1 8.1 18.6 0.090

Bar Surf. 2 8.2 18.1 0.081

Ubi Surf. 1 7.4 17.9 0.092

Ubi Surf. 2 7.3 17.6 0.084

245 K
〈S〉 ρsurf ηsurf

AFPs

CfAFP IBS 8.5 18.4 0.078

CfAFP NIBS 6.9 18.7 0.116

ZaAFP IBS 8.9 18.5 0.056

ZaAFP NIBS 8.4 20.4 0.0.88

non-AFPs

Bar Surf. 1 7.7 18.4 0.083

Bar Surf. 2 7.3 18.7 0.064

Ubi Surf. 1 7.8 17.4 0.110

Ubi Surf. 2 6.7 18.5 0.085

Note: aThe error on 〈S〉 is ≈0.2%, the one on ρsurf is ≈0.2%, and the one on ηsurf

is ≈1%.

proteins, the value of Spho/S averaged on the two surfaces roughly corresponds to the

value of Spho/S for the whole protein).

We also analyze the local arrangement of water molecules within the same 0.55

nm radius cutoff from the heavy atoms on AFP IBS and NIBS. This was achieved

by calculating the H–O–O angle distribution, P (Θ), of nearby water molecules (i.e.,

with an oxygen–oxygen distance below 0.35 nm) along the MD simulations at low

temperature which provides a measurement of the tetrahedral order of the solvent.

Similar analyses have been previously used to quantify the degree of order of water

at AFP ice-binding sites [109, 111, 131, 132]. In line with previous results on both

CfAFP [111] and ZaAFP [132], our results indicate that water is more structured at

the IBS with respect to NIBS and bulk water. In fact, as shown in Figure 4.8, the low-
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Θ peak, corresponding to the tetrahedral water population [111], is higher at the IBS

of both CfAFP and ZaAFP than at both NIBS and in bulk water. It should be noted

that this increased local ordering around IBSs with respect to bulk water does not

correspond to a decrease in density, as would be the case if the structuring were ice-like.

In line with previous findings showing that the height of the low-Θ peak is increased

around hydrophobic groups and decreased around hydrophilic groups [109, 132], the

intensity of the peak shown in Figure 4.8 also correlates with the hydrophobic and

hydrophilic nature of the exposed surface. The highly hydrophilic (65% at 245 K)

NIBS of CfAFP displays indeed a less-intense peak than the NIBS of ZaAFP (56%

of hydrophilic exposed surface at 245 K), that displays a peak as intense as the bulk

one.
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Figure 4.8: H–O–O angle distribution, P(Θ), of nearby water molecules (i.e., with a
oxygen–oxygen distance below 0.35 nm) for waters in the first hydration layer (within
0.55 nm from the heavy atoms of the protein) of the IBS (solid lines) and NIBS
(dashed lines) surfaces of CfAFP (black) and ZaAFP (red) at 245 K. The low-angle
population is increased around the IBSs with respect to bulk water (blue dashed line)
and with respect to the NIBSs.

4.4 Conclusion

We analyze here the hydration shell of AFPs in terms of density, comparing it both

to the bulk density and to the hydration shell density of proteins with no ice-binding

activity. Our results show that the hydration shell of AFPs does not feature any

relevant difference with respect to the one of non AFPs. We observe indeed a sim-
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ilar shell thickness and relative density increment with respect to the bulk density

for all the proteins investigated. The calculated hydration shell thickness for Za-

AFP and number of solvent molecules inside such a shell are in very good agreement

with the corresponding IR-based experimental estimates, confirming that the tech-

nique proposed by Sun and Petersen [119] to separate the spectral component of the

solvent perturbed by the solute (i.e., of the hydration shell) is capable to provide

reliable information about hydration shells by analyzing the solute-correlated solvent

IR spectrum.

We also analyze the solvent density around selected surfaces of both AFPs and

non-AFPs to detect possible local differences related to the ice-binding activity of

AFPs. Such an analysis shows that the solvent at AFP ice-binding surfaces features

a lower density increment with respect to the bulk density and a higher degree of

order with respect to the solvent at nonice-binding surfaces. We also show that the

lower density increment is related to the high hydrophobic content of AFP ice-binding

surfaces. Nevertheless, the solvent density at the IBS is still higher than the bulk one,

that is, no ice-like structure is detected at the ice-binding surface. Hence, our data

support the recent finding that water at the ice-binding site does not acquire an ice-

like or clathrate-like structure in solution [116]. Yet, our data also show that although

the overall hydration shell density in AFPs does not differ from the one of non-AFPs,

the higher content of hydrophobic (at ice-binding sites) and hydrophilic (at non ice-

binding sites) residues in AFPs determines a slightly inhomogeneous density inside the

hydration shell of AFPs (lower at ice-binding sites and higher at non ice-binding sites).

While the hydrophobic character of the ice-binding surface might facilitate ice-binding,

the hydrophilic character of non-ice-binding surfaces might provide protection against

ice growth, as was suggested many years ago but on the basis of dynamical analysis

[111]. In fact, the higher water density might discourage ice growth around the bound

AFPs, contributing to the curvature of the ice surface at the basis of TH. The coupled

features of ice-binding and nonice-binding surfaces in AFPs and the resulting density

unbalance could thus contribute to the antifreeze activity.
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Chapter 5

High water-density at non-ice-binding

surfaces contributes to the hyperactivity

of antifreeze proteins

5.1 Introduction

Surviving in exceptionally cold environments whose temperatures drop below the

melting temperature of ice is an example of an exclusive adaptive mechanism which

protects the cells of a variety of organisms including fish, insects, bacteria, plants, and

fungi, from getting damaged at temperatures below zero. These organisms exploit a

group of proteins, called antifreeze proteins (AFPs), that are able to lower the freezing

temperature of the surrounding water. Despite their variability in terms of primary,

secondary, and tertiary structures, AFPs share a common mechanism of action which

consists in binding to small ice nuclei, preventing their further growing at the adsorbed

positions. [133,134]

AFPs bind to ice exploiting a number of hydrogen bonds and hydrophobic interac-

tions between specific ice planes and a complementary protein surface, the ice-binding

surface (IBS). The mechanism proposed for the antifreeze activity is that, by binding

to a growing ice nucleus, AFPs cause a micro-curvature of the ice surface between the

adsorbed AFPs. [50, 133] Because the ice-crystal growth is thermodynamically less

favorable on a curved ice surface than on a flat one, the ice growth stops until the

temperature drops. This leads to a local difference between the freezing and melt-

ing temperature, ∆T , known as thermal hysteresis (TH). Based on the TH values,

the AFPs can be classified into moderately-active (∆T < 1 K), mostly alanine-rich

α-helical AFPs, and hyperactive AFPs (∆T > 1 K), mostly threonine-rich β-helical

proteins found in insects. At lower concentrations (<0.5 g/L), hyperactive AFPs

greatly outperform more traditional antifreeze agents, making them of potential in-

terest for use in medicine, agriculture, food processing, and surface protection [135].

A general consensus has been recently reached on the nature of the interactions

that determine the binding to the ice surface: a spatial match between the polar
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residues of the IBS and the oxygen-oxygen distance in the ice lattice is needed,

[37, 98–101] pointing to a critical role of hydrogen bonds. At the same time, a rel-

evant hydrophobic content in the IBS is required, providing an entropically-driven

thermodynamic contribution to ice binding. Despite a crucial role played by the

AFPs hydration layer in the molecular mechanism of the antifreeze activity is recog-

nized, [32, 33] its structural and dynamical characterization is still incomplete. On

the basis of molecular dynamics (MD) simulations, it has been proposed that hydra-

tion water at the IBS could form an ice-like layer already in solution, thereby easing

ice recognition [11, 108–114]. However, other MD simulations [16, 115, 116, 136] and

an NMR study [117] did not find any indication of ice-like structure in liquid wa-

ter around AFPs. Concerning the dynamics, there is both computational [111, 137]

and experimental evidence [33] that water near the IBS displays exceptionally slower

hydrogen bond reorientation dynamics compared with other protein surfaces.

At variance with the IBS, detailed studies of the role of the non-ice-binding surfaces

(NIBSs) of AFPs are still lacking, despite the undeniable role fulfilled by the solvation

water of NIBSs. Previous computational work [11,16,138–140] showed that the solvent

at the IBSs features a lower density increment with respect to the bulk density and

a higher degree of order with respect to the solvent at the NIBSs. In particular, we

recently showed for two AFPs that although the overall hydration shell density does

not differ from the one of non-AFPs [16,136], the higher content of hydrophobic (at ice-

binding sites) and hydrophilic (at non ice-binding sites) residues in AFPs determines

a slightly inhomogeneous density inside the hydration shell of AFPs (lower at ice-

binding sites and higher at non ice-binding sites) [16].

While it is widely accepted that the lower density at the IBS favours binding to ice,

the higher water density at the NIBS might discourage ice growth around the bound

AFPs, as was suggested many years ago but on the basis of dynamical analysis, [111]

thus contributing to the curvature of the ice surface at the basis of TH. The coupled

features of ice-binding and non ice-binding surfaces in AFPs and the resulting density

unbalance could thus contribute to the antifreeze activity by providing protection

against ice growth

Here, we provide further evidence of a clear correlation between the hydration

density at the IBS and the antifreeze activity for three moderately-active and four

hyperactive AFPs. More importantly we show that, rather than differences in the

hydration structure at the IBSs, what actually discriminates between moderately-

active and hyperactive AFPs is an increased hydration density at the NIBSs of the

latter. This increased density around the non-ice-binding parts of the hyperactive

AFPs might contribute to enhance their capability of preventing the adsorbed protein
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being overgrown by a growing ice surface.

5.2 Materials and Methods

5.2.1 Molecular Dynamics Simulation

The MD simulations of the seven proteins were carried out using Gromacs 5.1.4. [87]

The OPLS-AA force field [88] was used for the proteins in conjunction with the SPC

model [89] for the water. To neutralize the system an appropriate number of counter

ions (when needed) was added to the simulation box. For each AFP, the temperature

was held constant at 300 K by the velocity-rescaling algorithm. [76] The density of

each box containing the protein and the SPC water molecules was calibrated to get

(within the isothermal–isochoric, NVT, ensemble) a pressure of ≈ 560 bar, which

is the pressure provided by a 100-ns long simulation of a pure SPC box at 300 K

with a density corresponding to the experimental liquid water density at the same

temperature (≈ 33.3 molecules per nm3). All bonds were constrained with the LINCS

algorithm [79] allowing to use a 2 fs integration step. A cut-off radius of 1.1 nm was

used for the short-range interactions and the particle mesh Ewald method [72] was

used to compute long-range interactions with grid search and cut-off radii of 1.1 nm.

After protein, and subsequent solvent, relaxation, each protein was simulated for 100

ns.

The MD simulation of the pure SPC [89] water, with the density corresponding to

the room-temperature liquid water density of ≈33.3 molecules per nm3, was used to

create the fictitious protein + bulk-water configurations. For each AFP, the protein

coordinates extracted from 10000 frames of the protein + solvent MD simulation

are overlaid on 10000 configurations extracted from the bulk-water simulation and

the water molecules overlapping with the protein coordinates, i.e. when the distance

between any water atom and any atom of the inserted protein is less than the sum of

the van der Waals radii of both atoms, are removed. This procedure provides 10000

”fictitious” configurations of protein + solvent in which the hydration shell is filled

with bulk-like water molecules. The solvent density, ρb,fict, around the protein as a

function of the distance from the protein ellipsoid surface is then calculated for these

fictitious protein + solvent configurations.

5.2.2 Protein hydration shell density calculation

In order to characterize the solvent density around the protein, we use the approx-

imation of treating the protein molecule as an ellipsoid defined, at each molecular
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dynamics (MD) time frame, by the eigenvectors and eigenvalues of the 3× 3 geomet-

rical covariance matrix of the x, y, z atomic coordinates [13]. We then consider a set

of ellipsoidal layers around the protein defined by the consecutive ellipsoids with semi-

axes a
(n)
i = ai + nδ with fixed increment δ = 0.03. By calculating at each MD frame

the instantaneous water density within each layer (disregarding the possible presence

of protein atoms and/or counter-ions) and averaging over the MD trajectory, we ob-

tain the solvent density profile around the protein within layers of increasing distance

from the protein ellipsoid surface (i.e., the layer solvent density profile, see Figure 5.1).

The distance from the protein surface at which the layer solvent density reaches the

bulk plateau value (≈ 33.3 molecules per nm3 at 300 K) defines the hydration shell

boundary layer, that is, the thickness of the protein hydration shell and corresponding

shell volume Vshell. The mean value of the number of SPC water molecules within

each layer, that is, as a function of the distance from the protein ellipsoid surface, is

also calculated along the MD simulations. In addition, the protein-excluded volume

Vex , that is, the volume enclosed by the solvent-accessible surface, can be obtained

by Gromacs using a probe radius of 0.14 nm, according to the method reported in

Eisenhaber et al. [93]. By calculating Vex at each MD time frame of the simulations,

we obtain the protein mean volume and the corresponding thermal distribution. From

Vshell, Vex and the number of SPC water molecules inside the hydration shell, Nshell,

the mean solvent density within the accessible volume of the protein hydration shell

can be obtained via:

ρshell =

〈
Nshell

Vshell − Vex

〉
≈ 〈Nshell〉
〈Vshell〉 − 〈Vex〉

(5.2.1)

The mean solvent density inside the hydration shell can be compared to the bulk

solvent density ρbulk, providing the relative density increment η inside the hydration

shell with respect to the bulk density:

η =
ρshell − ρbulk

ρbulk
(5.2.2)

5.2.3 Partial molar volume calculation

The protein partial molar volume, i.e. v = (∂V/∂N)p,T,Nsolvent
with V the volume of

the system, N the number of solute molecules, at a constant pressure p, constant T ,

was calculated as [141]:

v = 〈Vex〉+
〈Nshell〉
ρshell

+
(NSPC − 〈Nshell〉)

ρbulk
− NSPC

ρbulk
(5.2.3)

where NSPC denotes the total number of SPC water molecules contained within

each protein simulation box. Equation 5.2.3 can be arranged as follows:
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v = 〈Vex〉+ 〈Nshell〉
(

1

ρshell
− 1

ρbulk

)
= 〈Vex〉+

(ρbulk − ρshell)
ρbulk

〈Nshell〉
ρshell

= 〈Vex〉 − η(〈Vshell〉 − 〈Vex〉)

(5.2.4)

where η is the relative density increment inside the hydration shell with respect

to the bulk density described in the previous section.

5.3 Results and Discussion

Seven AFPs (three moderately-active and four hyperactive) are simulated at a con-

stant pressure and at room temperature (see Methods section). The moderately-active

AFPs are: the snow mold fungus AFP from Typhula ishikariensis isoform 6 (TisAFP6,

PDB ID 3VN3); the fish type III AFP from Zoarces americanus (ZaAFP, PDB ID

1HG7); the snow mold fungus AFP from Typhula ishikariensis isoform 8 (TisAFP8,

PDB ID 5B5H). The hyperactive AFPs are: the spruce budworm AFP from Chori-

stoneura fumiferana isoform 337 (Cf AFP337, PDB ID 1L0S); the beetle AFP from

Tenebrio molitor (TmAFP, PDB ID 1EZG); the longhorn beetle AFP from Rhagium

inquisitor (RiAFP), PDB ID 4DT5); the spruce budworm AFP from Choristoneura

fumiferana isoform 501 (Cf AFP501, PDB ID 1M8N).

In order to characterize their hydration shell, the proteins are modelled as ellipsoids

(details are given in the Supporting Information - SI) and the solvent density, ρ,

around them is calculated as a function of the distance from the ellipsoid surface (see

Figure S1 and S2 in SI). To compare the properties of water within the hydration shell

with those of the bulk water, a previously employed strategy [16, 136] was followed,

which is based on a fictitious hydration shell filled with water molecules distributed

as they would be in the bulk solvent. This strategy permits to remove possible effects

arising from the different topological features of the protein surfaces on the hydration

shell features and hence to remove the effect of the spatial arrangement of the protein

atoms that protrude from the protein ellipsoid surface on the density profiles. More

details on the computational procedure are presented in the Methods section.

The variations of the hydration density with respect to bulk water are followed

by computing the ratio ρ/ρb,fict, in which ρb,fict is the density within the fictitious

hydration shell as a function of the distance from the protein ellipsoid surface (see

Figure 5.3, panel A). It can be seen that the density of the solvent is higher than the

bulk density at the protein surface and decreases at increasing distances, approaching

the bulk density of ≈ 33.3 molecules nm−3 (corresponding to the experimental liquid
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Figure 5.1: SPC solvation molecules layer density profile at 300K for the seven
AFPs.

water density at 300 K) at around 1 nm. This analysis shows that the ratio ρ/ρb,fict

is always higher than 1, that is, the density around the proteins is always higher than

the bulk solvent density, as previously observed for a subset of these proteins and

several non-AFPs. [16, 136]

In order to define the protein hydration shell thickness, and corresponding shell

volume Vshell, we use the distance from the protein ellipsoid surface of 1 nm at which

the layer solvent-density reaches the bulk plateau value. The relative density incre-

ment, η, inside the hydration shell with respect to the bulk density, ρbulk, is calculated

as:

η =
ρshell − ρbulk

ρbulk
(5.3.1)

where ρshell, the density within the hydration shell, is estimated as:

ρshell =

〈
Nshell

Vshell − Vex

〉
≈ 〈Nshell〉
〈Vshell〉 − 〈Vex〉

(5.3.2)

In the last equation, Vex is the protein-excluded volume (i.e., the volume enclosed

by the solvent-accessible surface obtained by using a probe radius of 0.14 nm, accord-

ing to the method reported in Eisenhaber et al. [93]), Nshell is the number of water

molecules inside the hydration shell and angle brackets indicate ensemble averages.

From the above data, we can also estimate the partial molar volume, v, through

the following expression, that was previously shown to be affected by small statistical

errors [13] (its derivation is given in the SI):

v = 〈Vex〉 − η(〈Vshell〉 − 〈Vex〉) (5.3.3)
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Moderate AFPs

Hyperactive AFPs

A B C

D E F

G

Figure 5.2: The ellipsoidal model generated a representative solvation layer for the
seven proteins. The color of the proteins is specified by the density profile shown
in Figure S1. A) TisAFP6, B) ZaAFP, and C) TisAFP8 are moderately-active
AFPs with antifreeze activity ¡ 1 K. D) Cf AFP337, E) TmAFP, F) RiAFP, and
G) Cf AFP501 are hyperactive AFPs with antifreeze activity ¿ 1 and ¡ 6 K.

The values of the relative increment in the hydration-shell density, η, and of the

partial molar volumes, v, along with the quantities needed for their calculation, for

the seven studied AFPs are reported in Table 5.1. η is in the range of 6-12 %, which

is in agreement with experimental data [18] and previous calculations. [8,10,16,136].

By reporting η as a function of the partial molar volume v (see eq 5.2.4) a positive

correlation can be seen, indicating a length-scale dependence of the density-increase

on the protein size (see Figure 5.3 panel B). The dependence of η on the protein size

was addressed in details in a previous paper on a larger set of eighteen proteins, out

of which eight were AFPs and ten non-AFPs. [136] Conversely, no clear correlation is

observed between η and the AFPs activities (see Figure 5.3 in which η is reported as

a function of the antifreeze activity, i.e., the experimental thermal hysteresis ∆T (K)
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Figure 5.3: Panel A: Ratio ρ/ρb,fict as a function of the distance from the pro-
tein ellipsoid surface calculated for the seven proteins: TisAFP6 (black), ZaAFP
(red), TisAFP8 (green), Cf AFP337 (Blue), TmAFP (violet), RiAFP (cyan), and
Cf AFP501 (magenta). Panel B: Relative surface density increment η as a function of
partial molar volume v calculated for each protein molecule using eq 5.2.4. Panel C:
η as a function of the antifreeze activity, ∆T (K), measured at a protein solution con-
centration of 0.3 g/L. [97] The moderatetly-active (Mod.) AFPs are represented with
green squares whereas the hyperactive (Hyper.) AFPs are represented with purple
triangles.

at a protein solution concentration of 0.3 g/L).

The lack of any significant correlation between the whole hydration-density of the
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Figure 5.4: The ice-binding surfaces of the proteins are colored in orange and the rest
of the protein considered as NIBS are colored in silver. A. TisAFP6, B. ZaAFP, C.
TisAFP8, D. Cf AFP337, E. TmAFP, F. RiAFP, and G. Cf AFP501. The respective
residues of the IBS are also mentioned in the dark column.

AFPs and their activity prompted us to analyze the local density around the IBS,

which is the specific surface involved in ice-binding, and compare it to that around the

NIBS, i.e., the rest of the protein surface. In order to remove possible effects arising

from the topological properties of the IBSs, the seven AFPs studied here were chosen

to have rather flat IBSs with a similar surface size, as can be seen from Figure 5.4 and

Table 5.2 in which the definition of the IBS and the NIBS, their solvent accessible

surface area (SASA) and their hydrophobicity are reported.

For each AFP, the solvent-density around a given surface, ρsurf , is defined as the

number of water molecules, Nw, within a 0.55 nm radius cutoff from the heavy atoms

on the selected surface per unit of SASA (ρsurf = 〈Nw〉/〈S〉 with Nw and the SASA,

S, averaged along the MD trajectory). We chose a 0.55 nm cutoff, which is lower than

the 1 nm thickness of the whole hydration shell, to define the first hydration layer with
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Table 5.1: Total number of residues (RN), experimental thermal hysteresis (∆T ),
mean excluded volume (〈Vex〉), mean hydration shell volume (〈Vshell〉), hydration-shell
density increment relative to bulk density (η) and partial molar volume (v) as obtained
from the MD trajectories of the seven proteins.a

Protein RN ∆T 〈Vex〉 〈Vshell〉 〈Nshell〉 η v

TisAFP6 222 0.08 34.57 95.58 2266 0.11 16.61

ZaAFPb 66 0.18 11.50 48.07 1305 0.07 5.35

TisAFP8 223 0.36 34.46 95.85 2254 0.10 16.98

Cf AFP337 87 1.34 13.81 53.16 1417 0.08 6.40

TmAFP 82 2.22 12.24 49.87 1358 0.08 5.48

RiAFP 139 3.43 21.16 75.82 1983 0.09 9.82

Cf AFP501 120 4.28 19.11 66.18 1707 0.09 9.01

a The hydration shell thickness is taken as 1 nm. Vex and Vshell are reported in nm3. The
relative density increment η with respect to the bulk density and the partial molar volumes
v (reported in l/mol) are calculated according to the eq 3.2.9 and 5.2.4 respectively. The
error on 〈Vex〉 and 〈Vshell〉 is ≈0.3 %, for 〈Nshell〉 ≈ 0.2%, and the one on η is ≈1 %. Errors
on these quantities are calculated through the standard error of their mean evaluated over
3 subtrajectories.
b The number of water molecules inside the hydration shell of ZaAFP (i.e. 1305) is in good
agreement with the experimental estimate of a lower limit of 1100 molecules. [119].

the aim of maximizing the local differences in water density at the different surfaces.

The surface density calculation is also performed for the ”fictitious” configurations in

which the first hydration layer is filled with bulk water (ρfictsurf ). In this way the local

surface density of the IBS and NIBS can be compared among the different proteins

by calculating the relative increment with respect to the bulk, ηsurf , as:

ηsurf =
ρsurf − ρfictsurf

ρfictsurf

(5.3.4)

ηsurf is calculated for both the IBS and the NIBS of each protein and the results

are reported in Table 5.2 and Figure 5.5. For all the surfaces considered, a local

increment with respect to bulk density, in line with the results on the whole hydration

shell reported in Figure 5.3, is observed, suggesting that no ice-like structure (i.e., with

a density lower than that of bulk) is present in the vicinity of the ice-binding surface.

Moreover, the IBSs feature on average a higher ηsurf with respect to the NIBSs and,

for each protein, the IBS always displays a lower relative increment with respect to

the corresponding NIBS (with the only exception of TisAFP6 for which they are

comparable).

Further analysis shows that the surface density increment with respect to the bulk

density correlates with the chemical nature of the exposed surface. From Figure 5.5,
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Table 5.2: Average solvent accessible surface area, 〈S〉, of the whole protein
(WP) and of the ice binding surface (IBS) and average hydrophobic-surface fraction,
〈Spho/S〉, for the WP, IBS, and the NIBS.

〈S〉 〈Spho/S〉
Protein WP IBS WP IBS NIBS

TisAFP6 99.865 10.109 0.562 0.560 0.562

ZaAFP 40.090 8.171 0.583 0.667 0.562

TisAFP8 98.246 10.697 0.587 0.702 0.573

Cf AFP337 48.561 8.019 0.518 0.582 0.505

TmAFP 42.677 7.573 0.455 0.609 0.422

RiAFP 72.970 15.463 0.521 0.540 0.516

Cf AFP501 62.845 8.658 0.494 0.667 0.467

Note: The units of S are nm2. The S and Spho/S values are averaged over 10 000 structures
extracted from the 100 ns-long MD trajectory of each protein.
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Figure 5.5: Change in the relative water-density increment with respect to the
bulk (ηsurf ) as a function of the hydrophobic fraction of the solvent-exposed-area
(〈Spho/S〉) of the IBSs (represented in red) and NIBSs (represented in blue) of the
seven antifreeze proteins.

in which ηsurf is reported as a function of the fraction of the accessible hydrophobic

surface area, Spho/S, for all the IBSs and NIBSs, it can be seen that ηsurf is inversely

proportional to Spho/S. A lower increment corresponds to a higher Spho/S and the

ice-binding surfaces display the highest hydrophobic content. Moreover, a highly

hydrophobic IBS is coupled to a highly hydrophilic NIBS, conferring to the AFPs a

strong amphipathic character. [48] Similar results were previously found on a smaller

set, namely two of the seven AFPs studied here [16]
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Table 5.3: The relative surface density increment ηsurf of the IBS and NIBSa.

ηsurf
Protein IBS NIBS

TisAFP6 0.063 0.066

ZaAFP 0.037 0.053

TisAFP8 0.028 0.055

Cf AFP337 0.045 0.064

TmAFP 0.045 0.073

RiAFP 0.064 0.064

Cf AFP501 0.042 0.064

aNote: The error on the ηsurf is ≈1 %.

In order to understand whether the properties of the local densities and the chem-

ical character of the IBSs and NIBSs can be related to the antifreeze activity of the

AFPs, we report ηsurf and Spho/S as a function of ∆T (see Figure 5.6). For both

moderately-active and hyperactive AFPs the hydrophobicity of the IBS is not only

high (with Spho/S in the range of 0.54-0.70) but also similar between the two classes

(being on average slightly higher for the moderately-active ones). Moreover, a posi-

tive correlation with the activity can be observed. On the contrary, the hydrophobic

character of the NIBS, that is lower with respect to the corresponding IBS, is differ-

ent between the two classes, with Spho/S being lower for the hyperactive than for the

moderately-active AFPs.

Together with the high correlation between ηsurf and Spho/S shown above, similar

results are obtained also for the relative increment of solvent density: while around

the IBSs the ηsurf is similar between moderately-active and hyperactive AFPs, with

on average slightly lower values for the moderately-active AFP, around the NIBS ηsurf

differs, being higher for the hyperactive AFPs.

These results show that what actually differentiates moderately-active from hy-

peractive AFPs are the properties of the NIBS, rather than those of the IBS. Indeed,

for both classes of proteins the IBS has a high hydrophobic content, and a consequent

lower water density, as previously reported by different groups [16,111,138,142,143].

However, here we show that rather than this, it is the higher hydrophilic content,

and consequent higher relative density increase, of the NIBS that differentiates the

hyperactive AFPs from the moderately-active ones.
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Figure 5.6: (A) Spho/S and (B) ηsurf of IBS (red) and NIBS (blue) reported as a
function of the antifreeze activity of the corresponding protein. The horizontal dashed
lines in panels A and B indicate the average Spho/S and average ηsurf , respectively,
calculated over the NIBSs of the four hyperactive AFPs

5.4 Conclusions

The hydration shell density of all the AFPs considered in this work correlates to the

experimental liquid water density of ≈ 33.321 molecules/nm3 with a shell thickness

of 1 nm (see Fig. Panel A 5.1). We present here the relative density increment η

along the entire protein surface, as well as the IBS and NIBS ηsurf plotted against

different parameters such as protein hydrophobicity (Spho/S) and antifreeze behavior

∆T . The relative density increment of whole AFPs is not associated with antifreeze

activity, but the η is observed to increase with protein size increase 5.1 Panel B. The

hydrophobicity of the IBS for both moderately-active and hyperactive AFPs is not

only high but also comparable between the two groups (being on average slightly
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higher for the moderately-active ones). The hydrophobic character of the NIBS,

which is lower than that of the corresponding IBS, differs between the two groups,

with hyperactive AFPs having lower hydrophobicity than moderately-active AFPs. In

the case of IBS, ηsurf is comparable between moderately-active and hyperactive AFPs;

but, ηsurf is higher for hyperactive AFPs around the NIBS. We hypothesize that the

properties surrounding NIBS distinguish between moderately-active and hyperactive

AFPs. The IBS has a high hydrophobic content and a lower water level for both

types of proteins. We demonstrate that NIBSs are surrounded by higher hydrophilic

material with a rise in relative density, resulting in variations between moderately-

active and hyperactive AFPs.
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Chapter 6

Conclusions

We used molecular dynamics simulation to examine the protein hydration-shell

density of eighteen proteins, including eight AFPs, and discovered that all of the

proteins tested showed an increase in water density relative to bulk density. While

no correlation was found between the density increase and both protein eccentricity

and mean hydrophobicity of the protein surface, a strong dependence on the pro-

tein length-scale was instead observed. In particular, as protein size decreases, the

hydration-shell density increment decreases (from ≈ 14 % to ≈ 4 %), and this decrease

is caused solely by the protein size, according to the model developed in this study.

In particular, according to our model, most of the hydration shell-density increase is

confined inside, or in pockets at the surface of, the protein (i.e. within the ellipsoid

used to approximate the protein molecule). Given that the relative size of the solvent-

accessible volume inside the protein ellipsoid relative to the overall accessible volume

of the hydration shell is smaller for smaller proteins, the reduction in water density

can be explained by the variation in protein size only.

According to our model, the protein-independent increase in the density of water

molecules confined inside the protein effective ellipsoid is of ≈ 55 % relative to the

bulk density. This value is consistent with previous calculations showing that the

density of water molecules near the protein surface, especially in concave regions, is

20–50 % higher than bulk. Finally, we found that the antifreeze proteins investi-

gated here, which span a wide variety of sizes and forms (hyperactive from insects,

CfAFP, TmAFP, and RiAFP, moderately active from fish, AFPI, AFPII, and AF-

PIII, and moderately active from yeast, yeast-AFP, and LeIBP), behave similarly to

non-antifreeze proteins in terms of size dependence of the the hydration density.

Then, focusing on two of the AFPs studied in the previous part, we analyzed

the local density of the water molecules hydrating specific protein surfaces, namely

the ice-binding surfaces, IBSs, and the non-ice-binding ones, non-IBSs, to look for

possible local variations. We found that the solvent at the ice-binding surfaces has a

lower density increment than the bulk density and a higher degree of order than the

solvent at non-ice-binding surfaces. We also showed that the lower density increment

is linked to the higher hydrophobic content of the IBS relative to the non-IBS. Despite
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this, the IBS still has a higher water density than the bulk, indicating that there is

no ice-like structure at the ice-binding surface. While this result is in contrast to part

of the literature, [11, 108–114] it is in agreement with other recent works. [115, 116]

Despite the fact that the average hydration shell density in AFPs is similar to that of

non-AFPs, the higher content of hydrophobic (at ice-binding sites) and hydrophilic

(at non-ice-binding sites) residues in AFPs results in a slightly inhomogeneous density

within the hydration shell of AFPs (lower at ice-binding sites and higher at non ice-

binding sites). While the hydrophobic nature of ice-binding surfaces can promote

ice binding, the hydrophilic nature of non-ice-binding surfaces may provide defense

against ice formation, as suggested several years ago but based on a dynamical analysis

[111]. Indeed, the higher water density can prevent ice from forming around the bound

AFPs, leading to the curvature of the ice surface at the basis of thermal hysteresis.

The dataset of AFPs was expanded up to seven AFPs (three moderately-active

and four hyperactive) to investigate whether the coupled features of ice-binding and

non-ice-binding surfaces found in the previously mentioned two AFPs, as well as the

resulting density unbalance, is correlated to the antifreeze activity. In particular,

we analyzed the local surface relative density increment, and hydrophobicity of the

corresponding surface, as a function of antifreeze activity to determine whether the

properties of the local densities and the chemical composition of the IBSs and NIBSs

are related to the antifreeze activity of the AFPs. The hydrophobicity of the IBS

for both moderately active and hyperactive AFPs is not only high (in the range of

0.54 - 0.70), but also comparable between the two groups (being on average slightly

higher for the moderately-active ones). On the contrary, the hydrophobic character

of the NIBS, which is lower in comparison to the corresponding IBS, differs between

the two groups, with the hydrophilicity being higher for hyperactive AFPs than for

moderately active AFPs. A similar behaviour is observed for the relative increase

in hydration density: while the local surface-density increase at the IBS is similar

between moderately-active and hyperactive AFPs, it is on average higher at the non-

IBS for the hyperactive AFPs.

Hence, our findings show that the hydration at the non-IBS, rather than at the

IBS, is what really differentiate hyperactive AFPs from the moderately-active ones.

We hypothesize that, while the lower water density at the ice-binding site can pave the

way to protein binding to ice nuclei, irrespective of the antifreeze activity strength,

the higher solvent density at the non-IBS of the hyperactive AFPs, with respect to

the moderately-active ones, might discourage ice growth around the bound AFPs.
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Figure 6.1: Schematic diagram showing the density of water molecules around the
ice-binding surfaces and the non-ice-binding surfaces.
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